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1. intro=tion 
Detailed studies of calcareous grassland in Britain 
have been made mostly on the Chalk. The grasslands of other 
limestones have received much lose attention and few detailed 
accounts have been publisbad. O, f these other limestones, the 
Carboniferous Limestone and Jurassic Oolitic Limestone 
formations have by far the most extensive outcrops, and are 
the only ones bearing sizable tracts of semi-natural grass- 
land. 
The grasslands of the Carboniferous Limestone were 
characterized and briefly described in a number of district 
surveys made at the beginning of the present cintury. Mao 
calcareous grassland wan described from upland slopes In 
rest Yorkshire (Smith and Rankin, 1903)o from the scare and 
fella of the northern Pennines (Lewia, 1904), from limestone 
slopes in western Irbland (Vegetation Committoe, 1908)o and. 
from the limestone dales of the teak District, Derbyshire 
(14000,1913)- kore recent studies of Carboniferous Limestone 
grassland have been made by VoLean (1935) in r>outh Waleso 
Praeger (1934) and Webb (1947) in West Irelandi and by 
13al4* (1953) in the Derbyshire Dales, TbS pastuTG8 of the 
Carboniferous Limestone in the Wndip Hills, SomareSt have 
been only very briefly described by Moog (1907). 
The salient points about the character of grassland 
found on Carboniferous Limestone emerging from these studies 
may be summarized in the following statemients'o a typical 
calcareous communityj similar to Chalk grassland# Is 
restricted to situations where the soil Is shallow above the 
rock, eg. on. =any of the steeper slopes; who" the soil is 
deeper e. g. on level or gently sloping ground, calcium 
carbonate Is lost by leaching from the surface layers, and 
a non-calcareous flora develops; with further Increase in 
soil-w'40pth and progressive leaching# a limestone heath 
community is established# consisting of typical calcareous 
species, growing in close association with plants characteristic 
of hpath-vagetation; the tendency for a soil of low base- 
content, supporting heath-like vegetation, to-develop over 
Carboniferous Limestone Is more pronounced in the wetter and 
cooler parts of the British Islas, and reaches an extreme 
condition in Ireland$ where peat Is formed in contact with 
the solid limestone rock. 
Thuo the readiness with which Carboniferous Limestone 
soils lose much of their exchangeable basee-limite the 
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extent of occurrence of calcareous grassland* and leads to 
peculiarities of its floristic composition. 
Studies of grassland on the Jurassic Oolitic Limestone 
(whidh is referred to subsequently as Itbe Oolitel or 
loolitio Limestone') have been brief and, in the main, 
superficial. Among the accounts more directly concerned 
with the occurrence of the rarer plants on this limestone, 
may be mentioned Riddeladell (1921), who briefly reviews 
the flora of the Gloucestershire oolite and gives lists of 
the more important caloicole plants occurring there, Druce 
(1930), who gives lists of plants growing on old, grass- 
covered quarries in Worthamptonabire, and tousley (1950), 
who gives a general account of the rarer characteristic 
plants of the Oolite. 
Accounts with a more ecological bearing are given by 
Horvood and Gainsborough (1933). for the scattered areas 
of Oolitic grassland In Rutland and Leicestershire, and by 
Price (1948) for the grasslands of Gloucestershire. 
Repburn'(1942) has made a detailed study of the limestone 
grassland occurring in an old atona quarry on the 
Northamptonshire ooliteo 
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The resemblance of the calcareous grasslands of-tbe 
Oolite to those of the Chalk to indicated in a number of 
these accounts; a similarity in appearance and composition 
is also noted by Rose (1907), Tanaley and Adamson (1913)t 
Tanaley (1939) and Salisbury (1952). uosI3 (1907)land 
Price (1948) state further that, In Comerset and 
Gloucestershire. the Oolitio Limestone grassland can 
scarcely be distinguished from that occurring on 
Carboniferous Limestone, 
Among other general points noted In those accounts, 
may be mentioned: the frequent dominance of the ta'118r 
a 
grasses, 7ATrverect! j and Prachyrodium-Pinnatum on the 
Oolitev especially where grazing is loan intense, and the 
slightly gredter depth of soil on this limestone as 
compared with the Chalk, possibly because the loss pure 
Oolitio rock givee rise, to more residual material on 
weathering. 
Thust apart from recognizing a similarity to the 
Chalk graoslando no detailed characterization of the 
calcareous grasslands of the Oolite has yet been made. 
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In, view of the, scant information available on the 
composition, of-Oolitic grassland, and aloot, to a lesser 
extent, on that of Carboniferous Liza6ntone grassland 
(especially-in south-west 1! ngland), a detailed study of 
both. -ihesa types was undertaken in the Bristol area. 
Throughout the studyq emphasis was placed on the comparison 
of the calcareous grasslands occurring on the two limestone 
formationsi thus, giving valuable Insight-into the problems- 
of occurrence and, distribution of species on'calcareous 
V 
substrates. A three-cornered comparison, including Chalk-- 
1. 
data as veil, would have furthered this purposes but this 
was not the direct concern of the present in"atigation. 
Taking into account the geographical proximity of 
outcrop of the two rook formations in the Bristol region, 
there seemed a high probability that climatic conditions; 
on these formations; would be essentially oimilar and thus, 
comparative inferences; could more confidently be related 
to other factors of environment. Of these, particular 
attention was focussed on the properties of the soil, and 
an analytical survey of soilo from calcareous gracaland in 
varied eituations on the two rock formations was pursued 
in conjunction with the study of the vOgetatione 
-5- 
In the light of information obtained about the 
distribution and relative abundance of the component species 
of the two series of grasslands, an experimental attempt 
was made to assess the importance of differences in soil 
properties on Oolitio and Carboniferous limestones in 
determining the existing differences of floristic composition. 
This experiment was, of necessity, preliminary in nature, 
but the results gave some indication of the growtb-rates of 
a number of selected species in the two sot%-typee. 
-6- 
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Phot. 2. The Cotswold escarpment at Stinchoombe Hill, one 
of the few places where the escarpment slopes bear calcareous 
grassland. 
Phot. 1. The southern face of the kendip Hills; IvaVGriU9 Down and Winscombe Hill. The rough grazings on the slope's consist of calcareous grassland with gradations to lime- stone heath and scrub. 
TopoClet]2by and penelal pbysio; rpomX of the -livest ' one 
. 22-UMITY lourveYod 
An thos--p: regont inVestiggition. 
In soutb-west England the Carboniferous and Oolitic 
Limestones form prominent features of the landscape, since 
their main outcrops occur respectively in the upland regions 
compriaing the klendip and Cotswold Hills - 
(Fig. I, Pe. 8) - 
The klendip Billsi composed predominantly of maseive - 
bedded Carboniferous Limestonat extend westwards from 
TrOM0 to Brean Down on the coast. The I westone rises (Phot 
SteePlY from the surrounding countr)V and then IMIS Out 
to a gently undulating, upland plateauo more tbRn 5 11111"0 
broad at its widest, and rising to over 900 feet in several 
places, The plateau in sculptured by soVeral dry-floored 
valleys, with sides often ver, ý steep and 'rocky. (Phot. 1; Phot-3p P-9 
L'andip country/is characteristically very windfmOPts 
and hae a typically upland climate. There are few trIOeB 
except for the small areas of woodland scattered mainly on 
the escarpment slopes. The land-surface is marked by 
frequent outcrops of bare limestone rocks in the form of 
rugged crags and weathered rock-fragments projecting 
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Figure 1. Sketch-map showing the outcrops of Carboniferous and Oolitic Limestones in the area surveyed in the present investigation. 
ThO plateau is Inrr . ely under cultivation# 
but there 
are considerable areas of rough grazin 1 on the Carboniferous 9i 
Limestone, these a" mainly bracken-infeeted pastures, 
often associated with ecrub-vegeýations of Hawthorn 
(erntIlegna roo nogyna), Gorse (. Max SaIIii) I or Bramble 
(LIU-bus snp. J. Bracken (Pterig num ium aguJILku ia the 
predominant planto except In areas heavily grated or with 
shallow coil, which then carry open grassland. Limeston* 
'heath vegetation occurs locally, 
On the limestone slopes, the rough grazings are similar 
but, in general, are more grassy. 
North of the Kandipop CarbonLforous LLWBtOue outcrops 
in a number of regions In. tbe country flanking the Severn 
Estuary, and bore forms irregular areas of moderately 
elevated land. These outcrops carry mainly woodlands where 
the land is uncultivated, but there are occasional small 
areas of rough grazings. 
The Oolitic Limestone outcrops in a more orderly fashion# 
and forms a great inland belt running rougbly parallil 'to 
the lower part of the river Severn. The greater part of 




Phot. 4. A dry-floored Valley on the Cotswold plateau, 
at Barnsley Wold , near Cirencester. The v&IISY sides in the middle distance bear calcareous grassland. The 
vegetation on the gentle slope in the Imme ftj foreground In a rare example of leached grassland on 
91 
0- 
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PhOt- 3- Crook Peak (centre) and Wavering Down (right), 
at the western end of the Uendips. The Carboniferous Limestone shows through the soil In many plaoss on the 
southern slope at the right of the photograph. 
from-the-Avon valley'aVBath nortbwards-, to Stroud., and, tbances 
north-eastwardis-. to,, cbipping'Campdon- (Fig-l"s-P-8)-- 
'Tbo'Cotewoldito while emerging 10as abruptly-them the 
Uiendipo, rise ratbar stseply -from -the V&le of the "Severn (Phot. 2, 
P. 7) 
and, reach--a waximum, beight ofl, pO83, fast at Cleave Hillt 
Rear Cheltenham. -Ibe general belkht of-the vangc'gradually 
dooreasee, southwards to Bath, where the bills attain an 
altitude of between 600'and 780 fsOtfA' 
. ExcepVfor'a short distanoe,, Ln"itg'80utb'Orn"POI I 'ýtt * tb's 
face of the a scarpwnt ýIsý greatly indented " by ramifying ,', 
valleysi, Irom-whioh streams arias and flow into the revern. 
East of tbeýescarpzent tb*, Cotewolds form-an expansive'', 
tableland 10 to, 20 miles"broad- an'undulating plateau, much I 
intersected by deep'valleys- lntbe north-west - loss 
freqwatly'iso in the SOuth-OasC Tbb-PnOral level'of 'the 
land'slopes verygradually 9OUth--sastwardes following the 
dip Of'ths lizo stone rooki, ý until tbO OolitG'fIn&11Y'abut8 
on the Cornbrash. 
-ý The- Cotswold country, east: of tbe-escarpment, je-typically ( Phcýi-. 4) 
open/and exposed to winds,, whioh bowever. --seem-less severe 
than on Abe kendipe* ', much, of theesicarpment and rAnY of tble 
valleys are wooded, but elmewbere only scattered groups of 
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trees Occur, TI34'Plat6IkUA8 OxtOnsiVelY cultivated, the 
well-drained, stony *oil being very suitable for coin... ýgrowing. 
On the BtOOPOrt trOG-1689 slopes a form of downland occurs* 
which becomes conspicuously coarse If left ungrazed. On the 
higher ground in the North-CotswoldoAbere are areas"of 
rougb grazings, covered mainly, witb coarso-downland and- 
Hawthorn-scrub, 
The Oolitic Limestone forms hills and slopes with'a 
contourless barsh-than tbq Carboniferous. -Limestone, and the 
parent rock Is almout, everywhare covered with a moderately 
thick layer-of ýsoil* 
Nortb-sant of the Cotswolds the outcrop of the Oolite 
becomes lose conspicuously elevated and$ passing into the 
Midlands, it gradually merges with the surrounding country. 
The land bore is mainly agriculturalt but there are a few 
uncultivated areas. 
South of Bath* the 0011te outcrop reaches the general 
height of 450 to 600 feet , but is deeply dissected by 
branching valleys , carrying tributaries of the Avon. Strata 
of the Fuller0a Varth formation outcrop extensively on the 
steep olopee of these valleys, but sizable outcrops of 
- 10 - 
limestone are rarely encountered, 
In the Frome region the Oolite country mergeo with the 
eautern end of the Uendips and Carboniferoun and Oolitic 
Limestones outcrop side by side. 
South of rrome, the Oolite outcrops as a narrow belt# 
producing a steep western escarpment In places. In this 
region the land-surface is intersected by numerous streams 
and small rivers, and is of very irregular contour. The few 
unPlougbed slopes in this predominantly agricultural area 
very rarely occur on typical limestonev which is here of 
extremely limited occurrence. 
- 11 - 
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Phot. 5. Calcareous grassland on a south-west slope on 
Carboniferous Limestone (Winscombe Hill). Tows growing 









Phot. 6. A grazed slope bearing oalcareous grassland on 
the Oolits , near Tetbury. 
} 
Descrintion ýf the semi-natural co. leaTe2us ; r-r! j9olRnds 
occuTring on the Calboniferoul and-OoliticlAmestoner, 
1. Distribution of these gragglands. 
In order to compare the semi-natural calcareous grasslands 
developed on the Carboniferous and Oolitic Limestones, 
atretchee of undisturbed grassland were sought over tbe86 two 
formations. In view of the preliminary nature of this 
Investigation, areas containing calcareous grassland were 
looked for over a wide extent of country on each limestone. 
Thus, most of the Carboniferous Limestone outcrops of the 
BrIatol regiork were scrutinized fairly exhaustively, while 
the search on the OolitS was extended from Charlton Hawthorne, 
in south-eaet Somerset$ to Minster Lovejj9 Wear Witney, in 
Oxfordshire. Although calcareous grassland is present on the 
OolitO OutOTOPPing north--east of the Cotswoldet the northern 
limit of survey In this investigation was arbitrarily placed 
near the Gloucestershire - Oxfordshire border, mainly because, 
In this region, local conditionso such as those of climate$ 
geology or of past history of the vegetation, begin to differ 
appreciably from those typical of the Cotswold country. 
'(P-8-) the 
Referring to the geological map, /comparison of/two types 
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of graccland would'seem, -to., ba", beenýbeet-lmds,, in.. ýbe-; rrome, 
area. However$ ittwas, early-, obeerved that,. tbere, vere,,,,, 
practically no areas of calcareous grassland$-suitable for 
recording, on the Oolite southýof,, Batblýand. very, few-on-the 
Carboniferous Limestone east ofirolls, %and that in';. faot,,..,, the 
contras of distribution of the. two_types were In--tbo, Cotewold 
and 14andip, H1111; respectively. 
Owing to tba intensive agricultural-programe., carried 
out during and since the war$ only small areas of pasture-land 
remain Undisturbeds, These are to-be found, mainlyzon the 
steeper slopes and. ýin tractsýof, rough grazings--, ý 
On the 0olite the steeply-slopýug,. sýdee of valleyp oftOn 
carry undisturbed grassland, over lime atone *..,, but,., in,, very many 
valleys a limestone vegetation, is not, extensively, developed 
because the slopes consist mainly of clay outcrops with only 
limited amounts of limestone., This situation is of widespread 
occurrence, near the esourpment, -but-furtber east on the gentle 
dip-slopea, -tbe sides of valleys are mainly of-limentonel 
and often carry undisturbed grassland,.;, -,. Undisturbed pastme- 
land'on level, or gently-sloping sites is of ý, extremely. ra"ý, 
occurrence, on the, polite, and, is found minly-Wthe roughl, 
grazings on high ground Inlha, North Cotswolds, - 
- 
On the Carboniferous Limestone undisturbed, pasture-land 
isAess rigidly confined to the steep slopes; the thin I&YOr 
of coil and tba, exposed situations characteristic of ,- 
extensive outcrops of, this. rock-formation make much of the 
land-unsuitable for-intensive farming and large areas are 
used as rough grazings, - Howeverg-most of, tbe land in this 
category on'level or gently-tsloping;, ground ý is clothed with 
Bracken, assooiated, with Bramble, and Gorso-or, Hawthorn- 
scrub; alternatively,, An some placesp a limestone beath 
vegetation predominates, -,., Only, where'thesoil-Is very 
shallowor whers"grazing', Io,, boavy,, ýio, tbare-tound a, type of 
grassland wiWthe famillar'calcicolous-'species*ý Tbase 
conditions occasionally, 'prevail on, the flatter regions but 
are, In general, more"characteristic of the steeper slopes. 
2. -Selootion gl, Aloao, fp -it 
- Sitee'vere'. obosen to represent, a wide range of 
environmental conditions ý on - exch. limo stone, but,, - ý7blle , 
maintaining this variety of habitatg -attempts *are directedo 
an far as possiblet to obtain records from situations with 
corresponding site-charaoters for the two limestone 
- 14- 
formations ror, example i-baving, recorded, a number ., of.,, 
. i3t@eply-olopingný'sites, ý, on,, the. Carbaniferous., Limegtones, an 
equivaýent-ý. nunber,, of.,.. sitea,, broadly, comparable-in steepness 
, 
to, theoal,. "reýrecorded, on-, the, Oolitio Liwestone. ý-Tbs depth 
, of soill. degree, of-exposure. to wýinds aspect$ and intensity 
of, grazing were other site-characters considered,, --ýThis 
. precaution 
In-Ahe,, seleotion of. sites, for recording ensured 
that the, vagetation-data, -. wbanýfinally, aggrýgated for,, eabh 
limOstons j I! jre, on .& reasonable, baivio for. comparison, 
ATeas-for recording,,, approximately, 1/4 Ao I acre, in 
a ize *, ', wera roughly delimited ý In uniform., stratobe a,, of,, 




obvious signs. of,, disýurbancel. within,, Itbe 
- Past, fe! ý Years #'ý, ýand -short. of, assuranoe 
frwthe owner of 
-the landg- evidence. -of Interference voul& ge; ierally, be 
obtained, by, -puperfLo Lai, Ing the, appearance, - and pqption of 
-botanical., co 'sMon of-tb@,: veg3tatLon. The prosenoe, of mpo 
,, considerable numbers of, arablq. weedol an4bundance, of 
., agricultural planýs,, nuo'h-, aa,, Iey-! grasopqel,, or,, of -woodland - 
plants were. -regarded as strong 
indications of abnormal 
Ireatment. 
- . 15, -- 
s 
3. Vothoa gf-Tecordinm the veKetation. 
Since descriptions of the'vegetati: . on, cover were to be 
obtained from a large numbeZ of different situations over 
awl . de geographical area on-each limastone-formationl' a- 
rapid metb6d of recording was necessary. ror this reason) 
the method of "s . iib je Otive"a at imat Lon' was 'preferred' to 
more objective methodt'and was adoýted se-a ioutine 
procedurý 'In'tbe'pres'ent investigatloh'. 
Theeubjective metho ,d bao'been widel u '. sod in primary' 
surveys of vagetatl6n, 'e-S. 'Moss (1907), 'Tanaley sid 
Adamson (1926)', and to "SO'we, extent for detailed studies* 
e. g. Cornish (1954) *` It' has the'' advantitge of all'6wing'' the 
collection'bf large amounts -of vegetatio6-daft'OVOr aý wide 
area'In a, comparatively short times'and'it in suitable for 
recording*the'more perceptible features of floristic 
composition. 'However, ' is'sh6wn by'Rope-Slapson'(19409 the 
results 'obtained by tbe'subjectiveývethod exhibit considerable 
variation under'different conditions of recording. Thus 
results are likely, to be different for the saw area 
rec*Orded by separate observereg-or by Ithe same observer at 
different seasons of the ye . ar. Por the'prenent InvestIgation 
the effect of'orro'cro, Inherent 'in the subjective' me thod was 
-i6- 
the 
reduced to a minimum, since the vegetation-data fromýtwo 
types of calcareous grassland were obtained under closely 
similar conditions of recording# and, further, were to be 
analysed on a comparative basis. 
About half of the vegetation records were made from 
sites visited during Autu= 1952 and the remainder were 
obtained during tba late summer and autumn, of 1953, 
Since most of the veptation records were obtained in late 
summer or early autunni the possibility arises that some 
of the lees abundant plants conspicuous only in spring 
may 4ave been overlooked or assigned a low frequency-estimats. 
Data obtained from sites revisited in the spring showed 
no serious disagreement when compared with records made 
in the autumn, 
The mode of recording the vegetation-cover of a 
selected area followed that of Hope-Simpson (1940 and 
unpublisbed data). 
Bofore listing the species on an area and estimating 
their relative abundance, brief field-noteo were made On 
general eite-characters, the nature of the soil and on 
the appearance cf the plant cover6o su=aries of these 
- 17 - 
observations a" included, in the accounts of phygiopomY 
and of the environmental factors(p. 20; p. 52. ). 
I 
The manner of licting the flora was straightforward: 
a list rao made of all the ispecies observed during an 
insPectiOn of 2-3 square yarda of turf , near the middle of 
the area delimited for recording. Similar cloce inspections 
of the turf were made at a number of scattered points over 
the area, until additional speolev were no longer 
encountered, 
The vignificance of, ' 
tbe. categorieý, of relative 
abundance wav cimilar to that denoted, by othor wofteros, 




loo-dominant' (ed), Ivory abundantl. (va), 'abundant' 
(a), 'frequent, (f), opcoasionall (o), 'rare' (r) were used 
to decipate decreasing amounts of relative abundance. 
An estimate of 'dominant' wau only- given wban thesdb-ý-aerial 
parts of a sInCle apecies completely smothered the 
remaining components of the herbage over the whole of the 
recorded area. 'Co-dominant' was given wbere two species 
sbared dominance of an area, or where a single species 
occupied at least bait of the vegetation-oover; fTarel 
- 18 - 
Implied species occurring only once or a small nuzber of 
times over-the whole area. The other categories of 
relative abundance were graded between 'co-dominant' and 
'rare# in accordance with purely subjective standards. 
Obseývat a ! Ind Te sy -- 
Ito. 
a) PhXsl2SLio= 
The calcareous grasslands of t1w Carboniferous and 
Oolitio limestones in south-west Nngland exhibit physiognomic 
features commonly associated with turf developed on a 
calcareous substratum; thus on both limestones there to a 
more or lose closed community$ essentially of low stature 
and consisting of dicotyledons, grasses and mosses In 
varying proportions$ with the plants often showing signs 
of reduced vigour, Under the influence of boavy grazing 
an extremely short and closed turf, dominated by tb8 
smaller grasses or rosette barbs Is developed. Mosses 
from a conspicuous part of the vegetation-only on the 
moister aitest co=only those with a northerly aspaotg and 
lichens only assume importance on the drierl tiara exposed 
- 19 - 
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Phot. 7. Moderately grazed calcareous grassland on a 
gentle south slope on the Carboniferous Limestone at 
Goblin Combo, Cleeve . The herbage bore Is extremely short. 
ýr -, Iýý 
ao 




8. Lightly grazed south slope on the Oolite, near 
.- 
ta (I od'). Marshfield; Herbage mainly Zex%j erec 
sites with very short turf. 
However, there are striking phyeiognomio differences 
between the two varieties of grassland's, the majority of 
sites on the Carboniferous Limestone have a shorts closed 
turf -a Mosaio of dwarfed herbs and grasses; a few vxeas 
are clothed uith a taller vegetation dominated usually 
by rescues (Vegtuca rubra and .. _ovIn; I) , very occasionally 
by other tall-growing grasses. On the other band# a laree 
number of the o; tlcareous grassland sites on the OolitIO 
'limestone have a taller and zore open turf, dominated by 
coarser grasses (chiefly Zerna eregjlý and BrgebXpodium 
pinn2tum), giving an entirely different appearance to the 
vegetation. (Phot-7,8. ) 
Where the turf has been subject to regular grazing 
thero Is a less marked difference of physiognomy# but the 
more open turf and the greater luxuriance of the Plants 
on the Oolitto Limestone was almost always noticeable. 
only one stretch of grassland encountered on the 
Carboniferous Limestone had a facies indistinguishable 
from that commonly found on ths Ooliteo 
Summaries of field-notes on the appearance of the 
- 20 - 
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HERBAGE HEIGHT (IN. ) 
F, igure 2. Comparison of the herbage heights in calcareous 
grassland on the two limcstones. 
234567 
HERBAGE HEIGHTS (IN. ) 
MAXIMUM HERBAGE HEIGHT 
cLre(x 
vegetation made for each recorded show the following general 14- 
features: - 
Though both types Co=only Carried a few scattered 
Infloreacences of some of the component species, the Oolitic 
g, rassland more frequently had large number of grass 
Inflorescences, while that of the Carboniferous Limestone 
often abored a more extensive flowering of dicotyledons. 
reasurements of the maxim= and apparent average 
heights of the herbage on each area confirm the general 
observation that the Oolitic limestone carries a taller 
Vegetation. The oxten't of this difference in height, can 
be judged from the accompanying histograms,, based on 
meaGurezOntO from 50 areas on each limestone. (Fig. 2). 
It may be seen that, although both limectones often 
carry grassland with a short herbage, the average height Is 
muoh more frequently very short on the Carboniferous 
Limestones whoreas it Is more often moderate or tall on the 
0011te. 
In addition to the direct effooto of differencee in 
I 
onvironvantal conditions operative on the two grasslands at 
the precent time, the difference In form of the vegetation- 
cover undoubtedly arises to S large extent from very 
- 21 - 
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F -fure 3. Sketch-map qsho,, -, inpa thý- p 
locations of the recorded areas 
Carboniferous Limesto-,. ý- Oolitic Limestnne are, -, ý- 
franeral. differenceo in floristic composition. These will 
now'be considered in detail, 
Anjlý: sig -of 
the -floj! jjiM, 
The resultg discuaged in this section a" based on 
flora'lists compiled from 50 WMas on O&Oh limsstOnG 
territOrY- ThO, apprOximate geographical pogitiong of 
these arean are shm*,, jn,,, the accompanying isketch mapJFig-3). 
" sw "'u'r tyPiClftl flOra list$# twO from eaoh limstone, 
are reproduced'in Table 1-* The areas from which thOO8 
were obtained are as followco- 
Area (1) (Carboniferous Limestonf! )O, lightly grazed soutb slopOt 
Shute Shelve Hillo Albridge. 
0 
heavily. -grazed mouth-east 
slope, Iforminster MeI9bt'v 
tear wells. 
(M) (Oolitio Limestone) lightly-grazed vast slopel 
In a valley, near'Treoham, 
('v) beavily-gTazed south slope, 
Broad Hill, near Hawkesbury 
Upton. 
Yull details of site-charioters and physiognomY oil 
tbase areas, noted at the time of listing the flor&I are 
not given here; the important fGatures of tbase field-notes 
are incorporated in the su 10s for all, -areas, given 
elsewbere in the text, 
- 22 - 
The nomenolature of Olaphast Tutln, & Warburg (1952) 
was used for anglosperms. For mosses 0 livorworts and 
Vichenot the bandbooke of Dixon, (1924) IlMoart (1912)s 
and Smitb (1921) were used for Identitioationt and the 
names given by these autbore have been retained for most 
Opecles. 
40 23 . 
TABL, 111' I.. 
(t) (i1) (LLt) 
Achillea rIllefollum "M 
4- 
Agrostis stolonifera 4M 
0 
v 
tonuis f a 0 
Anthozanthum odoratum 0 
Anthyllis vulnerarla low %%- 





Brachypodium pinnatm 4w r. ld 
sylvatioum 0 
Briza media f f 
Campanula glomerata aw f 
a rotundifolla 4M 
0 
Carox caryophyllea a a f 
flacca va a a 
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(Table 1. contd. ) 40 (m) (i V) 
Centaurium minus 
Chrysautbemum. loucantbamum 0 
Cirsium acaule f f a-va f 
crataegus monogpa r r f 
Cynosurue cristatus r 
Dactylis glOMerata r r 0 
Euphracia nemorosa f 
Festuoa ar=dinacea r 
ovina cd a cd 
rubra 7 f-S 
Filipendula vulgaris 
Fraxinus excelsior 0 
Galium mollugo r 
verum a 0 
Gentianalla amarells 0 
Helianthemum chamaeciatus a f-s. a f 
Holictotriobon pratense a a f-a 
pubencens r 
Hieraclum pilosella 0 a a-va 
Hippocrepis comosa No 
0 4M. 
Hypoobaorle radicata 4m 
roeleria gracilis a a 





(Table 1. CoUtd. ) 
(1) 41) 
Loontodon hispidus' as f 
loysmori 0 0.1f 
Linum catharticum 0 f f 
Lotuo cornioulatus a a f f-a 
Luzula campostris a -M 
Uedicago lupulina a 
ononis repono r 
orchis fucholi ow 
*0 r at 
ricris hieracioides sm ON r a* 
Pimpinalla saxifraga 4w 
0 0 -50 
Plantago lancoolata f f 0 
0 media ýw f 0 0 
Poa pratansis 4m ON 
r 0 
rotentilla erecta 
rlf am ow 
0 
reptans f am lw m 
Poterium sangulsorba va a f 
Primula verlis 
Frunella vulgaris 0 f 0 0 
querous robur vo 
Ranunculus bulbom f 
Scabiona columbaria 0 0 
GenecLo jacobaea ow T 
Serratula tinctoria r I" 
(contd, ) 
- 26 - 
(Table 1. contd. ) 
(1) (it) 410 (IV) 
Sleglingis decumbens 0 a. 1va T 
Stachys offioinalls 1" 0 00 
Succlea pratensis 'Am f. la f-a 
Taraxacum officinalls 0 
Thymus drucat f-a f-a a 
Trifolium pratenee f f 
repens 0 
Veronica officinalls "a 
Viola hirta f f 
Zerna ereata #A* cd va 
Mosses and liphens 
Acrooladium ouspidatum 490 
0 
Braobythecium rutabuium f 0 
Barbula unguiculata 40 ww f 
CamPtothecium lutýscens "0 aw 
4w 
Ir 
Cladonia rangiformis 0 0 40 
Dioranum scoparium 0 aw 
40 
'Eu. rhYnchium praelongum 40 f 0 
Viesidens taxifolius r f a 0 
HYIMUM cup"Nsiforme 0 f f 0 
molluscum f a f 
Unium undulatum r 
PseudosolaropodUm purum 0 f f. f 
Shrub - and tres - species were recorded only when forming 
part of the berbaes. 
- 27 - 
50 such liete-from each lizeatone were sTranged in a 
composite table, from which were ob'taineds for'every spo'cies, 
the total frequency of occurrence, ai! d the number of times 
the various levels of relatt" abundance were reached* 
These summarixing totals for the two limestones are set 
out in Tables 2-6, where species are classified according 
to their relative behaviour in the two serjos of grasslands. 
In these tables and in the discussions followingt references 
to thO 00currence or absence of a species on one or otherý 
Of thO limestone-formations apply only to the observed 
behaviour of that species on the hundred areas of grassland 
from which the data In Table; 21-6 wero o'blvaltod, ar-d arG 
not intended to denote its behaviour over thewhole area of 
Outcrop Of each limestone. Thus 'Species found only on the 
Carboniferous Limestonel (Table 5)' includes some species 
e. g. Pteriditm aquil known to be present on the 001its 
but which did not occur on any of the fifty Oolite areas 
recorded, 
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Discusaton 
Although the data In, Tables 2-6 arebased on 
subjective determinations and can show onlY the ridelity 
of speoies (presence or absence on an area) and broad 
features of relative abundances a number of points OWT98 
from a comparison, of the two grassland-types In this 
manner, , 
Few species (Tables 5 and 6) were found to be 
Oxclust" to either grassland-tyPe'# moreover it Vras unuBuAl 
for any of these to occupy an irportant part of the 
-vegetation-cover. Thus on CarboniferousUMOstone (Table 
5) Aamatia. Caninj and C111uni Sjrjg were Iva's and 
_C; Aj,. rex humilis led' on only a single occasion for each 
species* and a number of othera rarely'had estimates of 
I abundant Ije, g. Viol% Z11-chenbachimm.. -, on 
the Oolite 
(Table 6) the only exclusive species to reach labundantf 
were aenjsJ2 tLnotgjja Mganula ZI (once) and ga' _gmerata 
(once). 
Therefore, taking the 100 areas an a whole, the 
variety of species In the "getation-cover in very 
similar on the two limestones, However, the frequency of 
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ocourrence and relative abundanos in the turf of many of 
the constituent species differ markedly in t1o two types 
(Tableag 2*3o4b, 40, 
During the following diamasion of to "rious cycles. 
groupg, reference to frequency - histograms of individual 
examplee (Figs. 4-11) will facilitate compaxison for tba 
two limestones. 
Se"ral gener4l trends in the floristic composition 
of the two types of gragriland may be recognized: - 
The dif fe=DtL&l gcou=OTWO 2f. 121.1 ftnd sboLt. ýnre'cjen' 
2 the twoitmoaton. 
Aq was Indicated in the description of pbystognomy 
(page 19. )-o' the most obvious difference betvaen the two 
graeslands is In the occurrenoe of the tall-growing grasses, 
. 
6'eracta is Y. &InA angta and BvjjghXkgdjHM, 32innIltum. 7. eLn 
universally present on the Oolitic UUMStOns, VnSrallY 
at high levels of abundance, and Is frequently (38 out of 
50 areas) in association with PraohXEodium--j2Lnnst_vm, 
Itself usually Iva' or above (of, Fig, 4), Tbase two 
species are of very limited occurrence on the Carboniferous 
U068toDa'. only once (at Draycotto of. physiognomy, p, 20. ) 
were tbey found growing in, 01090 aggociationt together 




























SY 3ld v . 40 ki 3svi nN 
dominating-tbe herbage in. a, manner characteristic--of the., 
0011too 
Thp. widespread preponderance of those taller grasses 
on the Oolite producen a very different environment for 
subaidiary specien than that obtaining in the low-growing 
Fescue ' barb oommunitiell, Co=On on the Carboniferous, 
Limeatons, This difference -"in''Jýibro-in - vii6niiint ýVir the 
two limestones is probably responsible for differences in 
the behaviour of a number of oubsldW7 species. Thus it 
may be observed that a large number of the species more 
characteristic of tite oolite (Tables 3p6) are of tall or 
robust habit. The important species of this type arp 







Loontodon h1opidus '- '# 'ý, 1"t ký iI 
Modicago Jupulina 
Ononis-ropens 





The greater frequency of occurTahoo and/or greater abundance 
of the followIng mosses on the 0011te (Tables, 3a, 3b, of,, rig. 6) 
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ITY10COMIUM trique lx= 
Hyraum monuscum 
minum rostratum 9 undulatum6, 
Pseudosoleropodium puxum; 
on both limestones, tbase moseas were conspicuous only on 
areas with tall vegetation. 
On the other bando zoat of the species with more 
frequent occurrence and/or greater abundance on the 
Carboniferous Uwatone (Tables 2$4b1p, of. FiG. 7) are of 
l0w-a, owing habit or rosette-form# Species of this tYPe 





Centaurium minug HuPhrasia nemorosa Fectuca ovina 








The mosses Dicranum- soopwrium and lfypnum--cu=sF, 8ifo%*"o and 
the Uohens and C., fureg,. t .tj mo 
re 
frequently occurring on the Carboniferous Limestone# weTO 
- 43 - 























present on both limestones only on areas with low average 
heigbto of herbage. 
Apart from a general correlation of differences in 
behaviour of species with differencee In average hsight Of 
the herbage over tba two limestones (cf. Pig, 29p. 21), 
evidence for classifying the species in Tables 7 and 8 has 
been provided on many Individual areas on both limestones* 
For example,, the five areas on the oolite-ohowing, Vooleria 
'abundant' were all won-grazed, rith low harbage 
(average heights: 6.6,6*4#3 cm. resPcctivelV)- On 
CarVoniferous Limestone, the three areas showing roeleria. 
'rare' or $occasional$ were ungrazed, with tall herbaP 
(average holghts'. 13,10,15 cm- respectively). Thus it seemp 
probable that a moderately high abundance of VoelOrift is 
correlated with a-short height of herbage. 
The more fn n laoldlol. -VIMCIOG 
kquqnt-ooqur, =. oq 
. 
2f 
on the - 
CArboniferous. L4, megt2ne. 
,A bardly less strilting floristic difference between 
tho two grouslands is tt* frequent, almost general 
occurrence on the Carboniferous Limogtone of gpecies cften 
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of-these species on the 001ite (Table 2; of, Yig. 8, ) 
Species in this category are listed in Table 9, Sows 
species from Table 5 which a" characteristic of sold soils 
are also Included; those were exclusive to the Carboniferous 
Lizeatone, though of infrequent occurrence, ArroltIg tggAe 
shown moderately high frequencies of occurrence on the 
Oolite, but generally at lower levels of abundance than on 





Veronica officinalis Viola rivinisna 
Species exclusive to carboniferous Limestone: 
Agrostis canina Max gallit , Calluna vulgaris Vaccinium myrtillus Brica cinerea Viola reiabonbaohinna 
most of these species were observed to be regular memberS 
of heathland vegetation on acid soils of both the Uendips 
and the Cotswolds* yet only in a few areas, mostly in stOOP 
and rocky situations with very shallow soils were Oools$ 
of this type entirely lacking in calcareous graseland on 
the Carboniferous Limestones whereas on the Oolite areas, 
the occurrence of the more marked oalcifuge speoiest such 
an Potentilla erect& or VergnLaa gffJoinglis was very rare 
indeed, An admixture of beathland species has been widely 
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observed in the calcareous grasslands of the Carboniferous 
UmOstonO (, *-I; # 11089,1913t Balme, 1953), and It appears to 
be characterletic of this rook-formation, 
3. The more 'fv@guqn: L4QgMZjeng&-, gt 111grigult 
a on - the. 0 q3. itio Jimest2wal 
A large number of opecies wLth higbor f"quenclOs Of 
, occurrence and/or peater 
levels of abun 41 dance, on the 
00litic jimej; tons (Tables 3j4ojI of. Tig, q) , although a 
common mezbers of the oemi-natural calcareous grassland of 
both 2imestones, are plants seen in particular abundance 
in places very strongly affected by agricultural operations 
e, g. in arable fields# on land espeoially boavily grazed 
by farm-animals, on farm tracks or in gateways. These are 



















Panunculue acris I bulbosus 
Veronica chamaedrys 
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falling into this category, but with similar 





] vtr. bebLlw 
-L _i2ur, 
The alm-1 a -of -a" 
'liýbe ", " "' 
IVOILM. 912262- 
There jiva "cup of species (Table 4at of- Fil;. -IO) 
which occur with roughly Squal f"quencies and at BLOLIOX 
levels of abundance on the two '11002tonOS, species in the 
higher gradas of total frequency of occurrencee. 9-b 
Pri cjjgx t1so9a, must be regarded as equallY 
tolerant of the range of environmental coýdltions on each 
limestone. 3=ludlug casuals, tbd OPOOLSO with : Lower 
frequencies, eog, Hallgatbap= gMEagI! j4jtp rectuo -, 1; 1ý a Zia 
may be regarded in the 9aze, way,, although the factors 
resulting in a elmLlat babaViour way be different for the 
two limestones* For example I Hal antbemum. Lo'generally 
absentý,,, oriý-Vesent, )*,, iw. l. o-m,,, -aburidanciD -on, arearrivith Avconspicuous 
calcifuge flora on Carboniferous LimestoneO, and 
it does not occur extensively in many of the tallest 
7. erna - Brachypodium communities on the Colite, Thus the 
presence 9f Holianthomw may be limited by tall berbago 
- 47 - 
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on the Oolitat but by other factors on the Carboniferous 
Limestonet 
ff Species aegurring more frequenji: E on one limeatons 
but jnage. teZ ftbunjInge gn the - oth=. 
lho, Tvo s; eoieja in TablO 30, Religt2ftiebon rubegoents 
and gam]2anuln r2tL mAlfoIg vbowjj*oujjar type of behaviour 
(of* Fig-11): both are present on a larger number of 
areas on the Oolitet yet at lower levels of abundance then 
when occurring on the Carboniferous Limestone& 
, 
AnthyjljjLvulnerUin may, also be inioluded in this 
catO(; OrY* tbough it occurs infrequentl3r on both limestone$* 
Rf the fi" thal gmngt be placel -in any 
Cate 70rkn v-- Lbove. 
Leaving aside casual species of almilar frequencies of 
occur"n,,,. %a, (iu Table 4b) 1here are a few species (Table JIL) 
which do not fit readily Into the broad categories of 
Tables 7-10 -apparent from general field-observation. 

















The following observations twi belp towards an understanding 
of the factors responsible for a differential behaviour Of 
some of tbese speciec, The move frequent occurrance of 
riIiR2nLujjj 
_LnLIjMZjg and OijjLum, _Idlusttt, on 
the Carboniferous 
Limestone may be related to it loaolied surface eoýl common 
on this rock-formation, although it is known that these 
species are by no means calcifuge. Five of the ole"n 
001ito records of Filipendula were on areas showing 
PgJ*gJiLIA--eregtg. Cirgigg IM131gtrg occurred on the acid 
soil of the Harford Bands, Cleo" Hill, but it wan abgent 
from the adjacent Oolitic calcaraftoun Craveland. 
BlIck1tonja 32erfAlilltal Moore frequent on the OolitS, T*V 
be associated with an open turf# which is of ýansral- 
ocourrence on thic limestone. 6 of the 8 areas -vM 
Blackstonia on the Carboniferous Limestone are in 
situations with conspicuously open turf g while many of the 
Aa - IT'If 
Oolite records axe from very open turf. The pretence of 
_Cirivium 
rkcaule, =ýty also be.. influenced by tbe,, cloeeneos , 
of the turf: a number of areas on the Oolite with a more 
crowded vegetation-cover than io usual on Me limestone 
showed C. acaule trate, orloccasionall. Thus thl, 
Spnerally close turf may reduce the abundance of this 
plant on., the Carboniforous Limestone. All areas oltowing 
rj! g, itn&p sci on Carboniferous Liwatone wore fully 
expowd to, wind-aotion aipd carriod, a vpry thort harbage, 
c9nditions rarely expe; ienced,, pn the Oolite., 
ýý 
Sur-Imarx, 
'chile the InaJority of speclos recordod are com=n tO 
both tyPea of gTavelands'., and som, of these show almilar 
behaviour on the two limestoness very marked and 
widespread differences in floristic composition tore 
observed* 
Calcareous grassland on Oolitic umestona 
chuacterietically containo 7vrna eraoitt., often in 'peat 
abundances and generally In association with quantities 
of 'SrAohj22dium-j! 1nnaftmj producing a moderately tall 
coarse and, open berbage. ThOre Is an abundance of * 
- 50 - 
ascociated barbs, with taller speciev preponderating, and 
irith a conspicuous occurrence of. agriculturall VrOcleG; 
OP801" cb'Lraclteri8tic Of aold soils oLre of very rare 
occ=ranoe, 
On the Carboniferous timestoneg calcareous grasel9nd 
nwitum and the is tYPicallY free of both zj On and 13. j2j '- 
turf is abort and closet with rescue and low-growing 
herbs preponderating, A number of apeciso characteristic 
of acid soils are of very general occurrence and 
frequently form an important part of the 'herbage: 
agricultural species are not of conspicuous oocurrenc$4 
- 51 - 
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Phot. 9. Shute Shelve 
escarpment in the backi 
in the middle of the s' 
Like most of the south 
overlooks a large area 
Levels), which extends 
ft 
- 
io. -A woiiL ki. Lu,, e uear. Lug ua-Lca: L-t: -, uuti grauslaud 
on the Oolite, at 'Yest Yatton Do-in, near Castle CombO. 
As in many of the Oolite areas, this slope is well 
sheltered from the winds by the opposite sides of tb4 TIMOY. 
Hill , near Axbridge - mendip 
ground (right). Clumps of 90TOO 
lope; hawthorn and bracken below. 
face of the Mendips this slope 
of low-lying countri (Somerset 
to the coast. 
IV. InvolUnlion gf, envilgngn-tal flotors. 1 
rrom eeneral observation and field-experience on the 
two series of gravelandes the 'following features of the 
environment bave been noted', ' 
Lmd- 
The aspects of the recorded areas are shown in the 
frequency-histograms of Fig. 12. Though favor areas faced 
north and rather more faced mouth on the Carboniferous 
Limestone, tbare is no very marked difference in the 
numbers of areas with the various aspects on the two 
limestone$* 
Degree of _9JOE!. 
TbO numbers of areas with the different categories 
of staspnegs are aggentially gimilar on the two limestonea 
(cf - MAO, though a few more moderately steep areas 
were rGoorded from the Oolite. 
lCxRgsure- t2 win.. 
The L'andip Hills are conspicuously more exposed to 
*be action of wind; tbin range of hills risen vore 
prominently from the surrounding country and is nearer the 
sea than the Cotswold Hills. Itoreover the main axis of 
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the Vendip Hills lies at right angles to the Path Of t4e 
prevailing south-west winds whereas the line of the 
Coýswold Hills is roughly parallel to their direction-P 
Thus the force of winds impacts more suddenly on t1* 
Carboniferous Limestone outcrop. It to mainly because of 
this, but also because of the escarcity of trees and 
hedgeo on the Xondipst that individual areas of calcareous 
grassland on this hill-formation are very open to the 
Influence of wind (of, Table 12), While inuoh of the 
Cotswold plateau to very windswept, the winds are less 
severe them on the -Dendips. 1Purtbermoro, the effect of 
winds on the calcareous grasslands of the Cotswolds to 
muoh dixinisbod# because most of these areas are on the 
sloping sides of Tallerso more or less'abeltered by bedgen 
Or trGS4. (cf. Phot. q, 10 *P. 52). 
- 53 - 
Ts 
-'repw-rdi I ng SurmarX *of gbervati2no an -jhe'roogrAdd areas- 
2ggnnegg tR- wind action.. 
Zxposure to mind Rumber of areas 
Carboniferous colitio 
Limestone Lizastone 
Tully exposed 31 4 
Partially sheltered by land- 
topography and/or trees and 





The climate ofýkdndip Hills is typically upland in 
charaoter (Ross, : Lgo7) and the saw is true for the 
higher points of the Cotswolds (Backineale t 1948). However 
the olimats is less severe over much of the Cotswold country. 
on the dipelopem east of the ascarPmOnt. Týd flawes quoted 
by Ilosq) und Beckinsiale ghow that zuch of the Vendipe has 
a distinctly higber mean annual rainfall than the Cotswold 
Hills. Thus on the Vendips east of Cheddar, the mean 
- 54 - 
annual rainfall in greater than 40 in., and, on some of 
the higher points, approaobes 50 in. on the greater part 
of the Cotswold Hills the mean annual rainfall is 32-34 in., 
but reaches 38 1? '- on'some of the higbor ground near the 
escarpmento 
Glazing, 
Observations on present grazing intensities were 
very subjective and depended to a great extent on 
circumstantial evidence, From estimates of tbO intOnsitY 
of grazing at the time of recording, areas have been 
classified into 4 grades (Table 13)- 
0 
- 55 - 
Sumall gt the estimated Injonsities. of SItling ! 2n the 
reo2Zded grang. 
Intensity 6f grazing 'Nuvber of areas 
Carboniferous Oolitic 
Limestone 'Limestone 
Little grated 12 9 
Moderately grated' 15 16 
116avily grazed 19 21 
Very beavily grazed 2 2 
There appears to be practically no general difference 
in intensity of grazing on the calcareous graoslands of the 
tw"I"OtOU152 at the PrGoOnt time. Rowover there may be 
a differenoe In the type of grazing: it was observed that 
the gendip, grasslands supported fewer cattle, thougb 
rabbits may'bave been more abundant, than in the Cotswold 
area. 
- 56 - 
Reforring to, tbe accountg on the use of. land on US 
Cotswolds (Price 1948) and on the liendips (Uose 1907)v 
there axe indication# of a difference in past-history of 
the grasslands of the two limestones. it seems that the 
Cotswold area ban been more affected by the fluctuating 
agricultural polioy of the last 150 years or not because 
the land bare is more amenable to intensive farming. 
Hence grazing by rabbits and perhaps sbeep may have 
continued in a more regular vray over larger areas of land 
on the Uandip Hills. 
I nnotlal Ian, gglelgaig ogndjUgg. 
Sdaphic conditions on the two liwestones lvers 
Investigated in two rain ways:, 
1. In the fieldt by detailed descriptions of"completO 
profiles on saoh livestone-formtIon, supplemented by 
data from the upper part of the poll profile on eaob 
rooorded area, 
2. In the laboratory, 'by detailed analyses of soil 
samples taken fr(w a number of soleoted grassland areass 
- 57 - 
DoogliRtigns gf Ihe -Igil ]2rofilU. 
Descriptions of complete profiles on both limestones 
is! ere made from exposed faces of disund quarries In open 
grassland. ror each description a uniform part of quarry 
face 3 or 4 feet wide was ohosen, and a superficial layer 
of soil -. and rock-material,, approximately 6 in. thick, 
was removed from the exposed surface of the profilO. L0000 
soil and stones were cleaned away to show up Us 
structural features of the soil profile in situ, and 
description then followed the recognized British method 
(Clarke, 2941). 
The ga,, rb2nj"jgug tlg2jtge yr2tUe 
inspection of a numbez of COMPISts PZ0fil8S On tbo 
Carboniferous Limestone sboved that tbese are of two main 
tYPeRp dOPOAding On US thickness of limestone frapants 
sbOVO tbA MasaiVO ParOnt 'rook, In 'the first type the 
superficial ston8less soil passes almost Immediately to 
ihe 
massive limestone beneatht with oniV a very thin layer 
of limestone fragments. TbO second type shows a 
considerable thickness of fraguented. limestone above the 
Pa"nt rook* 
- 58 - 
II 'Elofile (Burface soil passing 
abruptly to the masslVe parent rock). (Phot. Ila, p. 65) a 
race of a quarry at Long Ashton; situated In nearly 
level ground. ' 
Vegetation; ýopen, ungrazed turf mainly Zernm eIggIgs 
with regtMa, gving and a feir dicotyledons, 
Exafile. -Agag1jIgI1011 
0-3 in Thin layer of vegetable debris and & Very thin* nearly black surface layer Of I%UMUB# 
overlying brownish dark redl nearlY atonSIGGII 
siltLclay, with occasional gravelly particles 
of c rt; tedium crmb structure; very moist; 
ýporous and fissured; moderately high organic 
matter: friablw,. zany fibrous roots; non- 
calcareous* 
3-5 In. kedium red silty clay with several hard 
sub-angular and rounded limestone froMwntso 
varying in site from small (I in. ) to very 
large (upto 8 inj below, merging with . parent rock; occacional gravelly particlao 
of chart% soil slightly loss porous and 
apparently with low organic matter content*, 
slightly calcareous. 
5 in+ Broken limestone with-sore red isilty claY in cracks* passing to massive limestone, * 
with mineral veins and red staining at about 
12 In. 
- 59 - 
EXIImple, of TW 2 Eroftle, (Surface coil separated from 
(Phot. 11b 1p. 
65). 
parent rook by thick layer of fragmented limsatone). / 
IPace of a quarry on Obuts Shelve Hill s roar Axbridg, 9'0' 
situated in moderately sloping grounds 
Vegetation: fairly tall, closed turf; a: tpreponderance 
of barbs, ri etiguil =prigt 
DIMMMM. gbamegiltus, bUntIlls ongly . 
"M nd. ý4 
pvt, Unrt*deoumbe, etc. ) 
Pr2020 deadl2ti2". 
0-41 in Thick turfy =at, with thick layer of 
VaCetable d4bris and a thin humus layer, 
overlying dark brown stoneless silty clayo 
medium crumb structure$ with grayish facesi 
very loose; very moist; mellow, very porous 
and fissured* higb organic- matter, 0 many fibrous root; $* non-calcareous. 
4-18 in- Ligbt reddish-brown fine sandy silts full 
of angplar, to sub-angular s small to very large limestone fragmentso coarsO crumb 
structure, firmer; very m4st# fissured and 
fine porous; organic tatter content very 
low; friable; a few fibrous roots above; 
soil calcareous, especially adjacent to 
rock fragments. Come of rock fragments had 
a alightly softened surface layer. 
18-24 in. + Massive limestone vith brown and black 
staining, 
- 6o - 
Both Type I and Type 2 profile are grouped in the tulapts 
88ries of the kendip area by the Soil Survey of England 
and 1gales (Soil Surveyj unpublished data), 
The frequency of occurrence of the two types of profile 
beneath the recorded areas of grassland may perhaps be 
indicated by the figures under 'Carboniferous Limmýetonal In 
Table 14* 
LABLIC IA 
susn'ry 2. t -Obl! mat -f 
Umallgra 
. . 
&20c o! j t1we nH&eX nnd ý sjg2 0 
Ugotill 
min 
jbq -, URD9-r Rgrt -Of 112 ggil, Itgfile on tba 
"90. 
Number and size of, 1ragments Number of areas 
Carboniferous 001itic 
Limestone Limept, one 
Tow large fragments 
Many medium 16 12 
very Many small 15 29 
Fragments not seen above in 2 0 
- 61 - 
It seems likely that most of the areas on Carboniferous 
Limestone with a few large fragments and sow of those 
with fragments of medium size have a profile resembling 
Type I# whereas the remainder of the areas, exolUding 2 
with very deep soils may well have a Type 2 profile or an 
Intermediate 'Variety. The o0ourrence of the two types Is 
not apparently dependent on the slope of the land turface: 
both types were observed on gentle and on steep slopes, 
Their relative distribution is more probably relat6d to 
the angle of dip of the rook and to local weathering 
properties of the limestone* as well as to topographical 
Influence. 
The 2gjýt ýone 0. -11g, 
liselt 
only one type of profile has boon obeerved on the 
00ýito: - this In characterized by a thick layer of 
limcstcm fr&ffiOnts between tl** superficial soil and the 
IzassiTst Unweathered limOstono. This type of profile 
PrObs-blY occurs on all recorded areas of grassland, 
though the areas showing only a tow large stones in 
a brief field inspection (Table 14, under loolitic 
IiMstonel) may ha" Oe'laye'r of limestbng fraguents of 
- 62 - 
reduced thickness. 
Irantle-, ot -vaoil"M2file on' tho, ooli (phot. llcp. 65). 
I" ., 
Face of a quarry near XortblOachl, gitu3ted in level 
gTound. 
, Vogotation: =grazedo nearly cloced turf# - mainlY 
Ze7gna e; Eeota with Le 





0-7 in, Thin layer of vegetable debris overlying 
, strong brown sandy clay* containing occancetional sub-an ar liventone frLgments, 
ranging from avW(114 in. ) to small 
atones ft In. 
fo 
and frequent sandy particles 
of oolite" medium crUmb struaturv, zioist'#' 
fairly looses porous and fissured; moderate 
organic matter content*, friable; many 
fibroua rootelb calcareous. 
7-17 132. kOdium brown clay, full of angular and 
sub angular to rounded limestono frapiantel 
loosely packed varying in size from very 
small (i InJ 
io 
medium (2-4 in. ), with 
abundant sandy particles of oolite*,, coarse 
crumb structure; molat: firmer, fine porous 
and fissured: low organic matter content; 
friable: frequent plant roots; very 
galcareous; grAdually merging to 
3.7-36 in. Small to large or very large (more than 
8 in. ) below, bedded limestone fragwnts# 
with creamy white to yellowish-brown, very 
moist colitic sand In the interstices; 
001WO sand practically structureless and 
- 63 - 
Only contain* minute quantities of clay; Took' 
fragments 14ave soft =faces,, and sometimes 
mayto soft througbout. 
36 in. Massiveg even - and current-bedded* white to yellow-brown medium textured oolitio limestone (Great Oolite) 
This profile Is classed in the Sborbcrrp Series by 
the Soil Survey of England and 17alea (Soil Surveyp 
unpublished data), 
The main differences to be ob'served b8twO911 ths 
profiles of the'two limestones are an follows'# 
ribution*ý -jggk-jgASjgnjj. . -hAR!,,, MA, 
digj 
ý -, -- I- 
gfj- 
- 
On the Oolitic limestone tbare in a gradual 
appearance of rock-fragments down the profile, and a 
steady increase in size and density over a considerable 
distance (2 or 3 foet); fragments often extend right to 
the surfam, 001MO fragmentso mainly small or very 
small above I becoming medium to large lower down the 
profile are angular or sub-angular to roundod, but# owing 
to the soft nature of the rock, do not have barsh edges* 
The fragments are loosely packed and surrounded by 
conspicuous amounts of interstitial soil and crumbled 
limestone to a depth of about 2 feet, 































on the Carboniferous Limestone there in a more 
sudden appearance of rook fragments down the profile and 
a more rapid increase of their also and density; the 
layer of fragmented rook Is thinner than on the Oolite 
(about 18 in, in Typo 2 profile) and is often little more 
than a oingle'layer of moderateiy large and irregular 
limestone fragments# resting above the parent rook 
(Type I profile), The surface soil is generally free of 
stones but may contain scattered small fragments of 
chert. Carboniferous Limestone fragments# mainly tedium 
or large in cize,, but grading to small in Type 2 profile# 
are angular or sub-angular or occasionally worn smooth 
by weathering (of. Plib, *-ij Type I profile). Because of the 
hardness of the rook most of the frapenjo have barsbo 
gamost flint-like edges, They are more closely packeds 
especially in the loiter part of the profile, and have 
correspondingly less interstitial soil than on the OolitS* 
Tba differences in the rook skelet6n of the soil 
profiles TOsult from the different weathering properties 
of the two limestones which a" in tuzn dependent on 
differences In the pbysical, and, tO SOMS sxt*ntftbs 
chamloal properties of the two rock-types. Tha pbygic411 
- 65 - 
and chemical propertiso of'the two limestonee of 
importanoo in determining weathering bebaviour are listed 
in Table '15.. 
Ic 
zbxglgal,, JMAýgbemigil Rj2t! rtiGq-"'*l ", the CL , erjýsand- 









Ledium - or fine-textured 
gray limestone, consisting 
mainly of a highly compacted 
matrix of, m#tually interferent 
calcite crystals, with Impurities 
of quartz and other mineral 
particles, Commonlyrecognirable 
organisms are few or none # but coarse sbelly varieties sometimes 
occurs, ý Nodules of chert and mineral' 
veins aro frequently present in 
the rock. 
Coarse - or medium- textured$ cream to yellow- 
brown limestones$ 
obaracteristically 
containing aphaeroidal or 
ellipsoidal grains of 
calcium carbonate t about I mm. diameter (oolites),, 
Frequontly (e. g. in most 
free-stones) the bulk of 
the rock consists of colites 
set in a crystalline matrix 
of calcite stained with 
iron-compounds. In the lose 
pure types there In 
Proportionately more matrix 
which is often earthy or 
rubbly, and containing 
considerable amounts of 
quartx, iron-compoundo and 
argillaosous matter* 




Characteristically bhrd and Typically nofter and 
very compacted rook lose compacted than the 
Carboniferous Limeston0o 
Compare density and crushing-load for typical rock samples 
(data from North, 193o. ). 
e. g. Hopton Wood Stone. eog. Oorsham, Down ftons 
(Great Oolite) 
Densitz 2-654 2*06 
Crushing load (tons per square foot): 
806 94-5 
L701313 chomical comDosition: AnSIYOSS of typical rook-camples (quoted from North, 1930) 
Carboniferous Limest6ne, S. *also, Great Oolite (Bath 
stone) 
% % 
Cao 03 97-40 95-55 
UgC03 1*43 047 
rsooft2o 3 0027 1#22 
A1203 0010 0*46- 
"02 1060 0*142 
Na2o Im 0*44 
P205 trace so 
so 3 00035 trace 
Cl 0*03 
B20 o*88 
- 67 - 
Analyces of othat rook samples (Northo 19308' $oil GUM, 
unpublished data) 
Show the following features*, 
Carboniferous Lime etona'ýIs,,, in 
general very pure, with calcium 
carboýgate, content usually around 
98-99A; a number of types are 
dolomitizedt with UgCO 
replacing come of CaCO3 component; 
a few impura varieties contain 
moderately large amounts of silica. 
00liti* limestons is 
generally 199s Pure, 
with CaCO -contents 
usually 93:; 6A-, 
dolomite is PresOnt 
only in relatively 
small amounts (Upto 
data quoted by North (19jo) are from an lygesp of 
building stones, which usually "present the pureast varieties 
of limestonet and, 
ton 
the Oolits where rook strata are very 
varied compared wh the more uniform Carboniferous Limestone, 
come of the earthy and rubbly varieties are considerably less 
pure than the quoted figures indicate, 
The hard compact relatively homogeneous carboniferous 
Mzaistone# with but few joints or irregularities in its 
structure, weath6re slowly and regularly and it is 
fractured infrequently by the forces of weathering* 
The softer, leas compacted Oolitic limestone, very 
heterogeneous through the presence of ooliteag weatbars 
more rapidly and leas regularly and the massive rook is 
easily frapented, In addition the grdater porosity of 
the Oolitio Limestone allows zuoh woro of drainage water 
to seep through the whole took stTuotuxa, thus chemical 
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weathering may occur within the zues of the rock as wall 
an at the surfuee. On the Carboniferous Limestona water 
tends to drain mainly along vertical and horizontal 
joints in the 'r ock- strata I so that'obemical weathering 
proceeds largely at the surfaces of the tragmented rook, 
The difforencou In the Initial prooossoo of w8athcring 
of the bare rook are strikingly 46monstrated In a 
comparison of the dry stozxi walls on the two lizestonan. 
The stones are rarely fractuied in wills on tbO VAndipso 
wheroas on the Cotswolds* the stones axe cracked In 
most walls and are quite often reduced to a crumbled 
condition., 
in the soil profile the wore rnpid and box$ extensive 
weatbering of the Oolitic limestone Avon rise to 6 
thioker layer of limestone fragwnts tMý the CarborAfarous 
Lizestone, In TM 2 profile of the Carbonifaroun 
I. imsEltone the thiokness of fraMented rock JaIntermodiate 
betwoon Type I profile of tbis limestone and tbe*Oolite 
profile. nA* tbicker layer of fxagmntu In Typ* 2 
profile, compaTed with Type I of the Carboniferous 
Limestone, may be associated witb a aoft3r, moro rapidly 
weatbaring variety of limestono (cf. softoned surface 
of rook fragmentoi in profile description p. 6o. )- I 
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Figure 13. Soil depth in 50 grassland areas on each 
limestone. 
2011 
In general the depth of Goil Is Psatsr Over thO 
Oolitio limestone. Thus the. proportion of recorded areas 
on the Oolite with soll-depth more than 4 in. in greater 
than on the Oarbouiterous Limestone. 
The greater $oil depth on the Mite 
comparatively loss pure limestone and 
speed of rock-weatbaring. The larger 
interstitial soil between the Oolitio 
also be related to tbose two factors& 
(of., ng. 13). 
in related to tb4 
to the greater 
amounts of 
rook fragments maY 
Boll depth to generally very even over an area on 
tbo Oolitel but on the Carboniferous Limestote it way be 
irregulart with frequent outcrops of bare rock. Thin Is 
a consequence of the resistant properties of the 
Carboniferous Limestone rook which can long remain close 
to the soil surface, or exposed ComplOtOlYs withoUt 
becoming appreciably weatbaredo 
Owipg to the relatively slow rate of w*atbaring on 
the Carboniferous Limestone, erosion forces have a 
greater effect on soil depth$ which in therefore more 
dependent on -local pedogonic, conditions (e, g, angle 
of dip of the rockg variety of limestone) than on the 
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Oolito, " On the sea* slope an outcrop of a bard variety 
of Comboniferous Limstone may carry a shallow coil 
adjacent to a deeper soiI overlying an outcrop of a more 
rapidly weathering variety, 
Nalugre gf --the g2W 
TbO SOLI itself is conspicuously different on the 
two limestones. The moot striking difference is In 
colour: soils on the Carboniferous U009tOrle are 
typically red or r6d-brown# qccasionallY PSY-brOlm Or 
dark brown, but always with a discernible reddish tinge. 
On the Oolites soils are generally brown or dark brownt 
with now of the beavier clays yellowleb-grey or dark 
gray in colour; some oo'litto soils are ligbt brown or 
ruoty brown, but ftore is never any reddish, colouration. 
On both limestones the soil in generally uniform down tbe 
profile wben of shallow depth but the deeper 80LIG abow 
some zonation. (Of. profile descriptions', pp. 6o, 63. )* 
In these Instances the soil below Is lighter in colour, 
more compacted and apparently of very low organio matter 
content, becoming darker and leos compact in tba main 
Tooting 14YOTO sometimes a Spongy surface layer of humus 
is precout, overlain by undecayed vegetable debris, 
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A recognizable litter layer is more frequently seen on the 
Carboniferous Limpstone (21 times)# where, it in often of 
considerable thickness (J-2 in*)* on the few (11) 0011to 0 
areas with an Identifiable litter layer# it to generally 
thin and rarely exceeds j in# Tbere are considerable 
d ifferences in the texture of the two ooil-typee - 
oolite voile vary from light sandy loams to heavy claYO, 
but &is most frequently somewhat sandy medium Clays. 
The presence of sandy particles of oolitio lizestone is a 
characteristic feature; these are present in reduced 
amounts, or absento only in very deep soils or in the 
beavier clays. On the Carboniferous Limestone, the soil 
in generally of a light or medium silty texture, 
occasionally sandy and sometimes of a heavier clay texture. 
The main rooting layer rare1jr. contains sandy particles of 
unweatbared limestone, but often shows small soatterOd 
fragments of chart, which have been left unvreathered In the 
soil after solution of calcium carbonate from the remainder 
of the parent rook. (cf. mineral composition of rook, 
Table 15 * po 66.1. - 
Probably on account of texture differencest 
Carboniferous Limestone soilware much atickier what vat 
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and appear to dry in air . More quickly 
than, tbe, Oolitic 
typei rurtber, soils on the Carboniferous Limestme 
generally appear more oompactedand thus less-poroual 
though some of the heavier Oolitic clay. soile are fairly 
compacted* 
The differsoces in texture are mainly. related to the 
weathering of the impurities of the two limestone rook-typsno 
though it seems that not all soils are entirely sedentary 
in origin, Thus in the Cotswoldit especially in the 
south, some of the steeper slopes outcropping below clay 
formations (i. g* the ruller's Rarth formation), may have 
been contaminated by a clay downwasho and on some of thi 
maritime slopes on Carboniferous Limestone e. g. Brean 
Down and kiddlo Hopeo the soil to full of sand blown from 
wide beachis (of, asobanical - analysis Notion P# 93- 
It to possible that on other parts of the Carboniferous 
Limestone outcrop the soils have been augmented by 
wind-borne daposits (Soil Survey, 1950,1954-) 
There is a very marked difference in cavbonate content 
oftýe two soil types, The majority of Oolitio soils give 
a violent effervescence with dilute Rol, while very few 
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carboniferoup Limestone soils sýhcw any reaction, Thus of 
36 Carboniferous Limestone zoila tested OUIV 3 gave an 
appreciable reaction; of 44 Oolitic soils testedo 5 were 
without reaction and 5 others gave a slow effervescence. 
The excess of free Oarbonate Jz Oolite soils arises 
at least partly from the manner of soil formation on 
this limestone. The goneral presence of sandy particles 
of oolitic limestone Is un4oubtedly related to the rapid 
weathering of the rook, though the proximate reason for 
their uniform distribution in the soil is not olear; 
possibly the calcite matrix of the oolitio rook Is 
rapidly removed in veathering leaving a mass of oolitio 
grains, which zayýo relatively slow-reathering and become 
, 
dispersed in the soil* 
On the Carboniferous Limostone the soil in, gonerally 
quit* free of carbonate even mhen adjacept to limestone 
fragwoutz; the Vock fraguents are too large and slow- 
weztbaring to, vaintain, the presence of carbonate In the 
bulk. of the soil, 
There are Indications-from inspection of tile 
vegetation-cover that soils ort Carboniferous 'Limestone 
with small rook-fragments, while containing no free 
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darbonato are ricber in bases than those with large 
fraspentso presumably because of the quiolker weathering 
of limestone associated with the presence of many MA11 
rock-fragmentso Thus of lVareas on the Carboniferous 
Limestone showing limestone fragments of moderately 
large site and a depth of soil lose than 5 in* 7 bad a 
conspicuous abundance of somewhat calcifuge species and, 
a low abundance of caloicoloot wboreas areas with 8119alOr 
rook fragments generally 'Obowed a provalenoe of 
caloicclous species, It is significant that a shallow 
profile with a few large limostora fragments occurs 
beneath limestorA beath vegetation in several places on 
the Uendips. 
PjjMj rggig lind. -goil Sgistgn r 
In both soil types the upper 3-6 in, are thickly 
permated by plant roots" the Min rooting laY67 is 
move frequently deeper on 'the Oolitic 11108tOnSt probably 
corresponding U the greater depth& of soil bOTS, 
On the Carboniferous Limestoneo plant roots often appear 
thin and wiry and are only-loosely ý'Iound to the soil# 
wbo2saa on the oolits they are of more fleshy appearanoe 
and are more intimately bound to the soil aggregates, 
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The appearance of the plant roots was probably 
related to the field moisture-coatento of the soilL at the 
time of recording, During rainless periods, the soil. of 
the rooting-layer appears to dry out very quickly on 
Carboniferous Limestone, whereas allL but the most sandy 
of Oolitio soils retain perceptible moistness for long 
period*. 
Price (1948) notes the rapid dryin"ut of Carboniferous 
Limestone soll)wbereae be observas that the soil on Us 
Cotswold Oolite has remarkable powers of water 'rOtOntIO14 
The favourable water,. retaining properties of the soil of 
the Cotswold Hillst i*pIt* of Its shallow depth and 
stony obaraoter to frequently referred to by agriculturists 
e i. c. Tryman (1954) 
In conolustont It maybe noted that the typioal 
PrOMO on the Oolitic limestone is a randzina; there is 
free carbonate througbout the profile and an increasing 
Si. 20, of limestone frag"Ats with depth; the soil, haa a 
grey-ýbroftor brown colouro never veddish-brown and the 
organic matter is dark-colo=ad-(Ttobinson 1949), 
On the other hand# Type 1 profile of -the Carboniferous 
Limestone corresponds very closely to tho description 
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given (Robinson, 1949) for the terra rossa soilso 
characteristic of limestones in the Deditevranean region., 
Thus on the Landips, Type I profile consists of a red or 
red-brown, medium-beavy coil passing abruptly to the 
limestone rook below without any'marked sono of transition* 
The soil typically contains no free oarbonateo except 
for isolated fragments which because of slow-weatbering 
properties , are - unable to af fdcFt. *: 1zarkbd1: yý, the base-statuis 
of the surrounding soil. Type 2 profile resembloo Tyýe I 
biit has a thicker transition torA of limestone Tr9gmeAU 
between the soil and the par* I nt rook, Type 2 can be 
regarded an an intermediate variety of lime8tonO profile: 
It has a limestone skeleton characteristic of a rendzina, 
but above base-unzaturation and red-coloured sollo 
Characteristic of a terra roses, soil* 
Robinson (1949) classes profile's on Carboniferous 
Limestone In Talea with the red-brown limaxt6ne eoils of 
the terra rosea group. 901,0an (1935) has also noted the 
resemblance of the G. 'Wales Carboniferous'Umestope'solls 
to the terra rosea type. 
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LabolatgrX invegtintion gf the soLl. 
The aim of the laboratory in"stigation was to 
compare some of the characterictic pro; erties of the two 
coil types which seemed most likely to have a direct 
influence on the composition of the vegetation coverp 
through the effect on plant growth. 
The chemical environment provided by the soil was 
in"etigated by the determination of pH and by an 
ectimation of the levels of available plant nutrients. 
The physical properties investigated were thote relating 
to the texture of the soil (Lechanical composition', 
organic matter content), and to Its effootive water- 
retaining, properties (Hygroscopic coefficient; moisture 
equivalent; permanent wilting POrcentage), 
r-otbgd 9. f samgling 
Samples of soil for analyais wero obtained from 
widely scatterad areas of the two ty; es of calcareous 
grassland. Situations rere -selected to Include the main 
variations in soil appearance, site obaracters and In 
floristic composition encountered on the two limestones. 
On the selpoted area soil was sampled from the main 
rooting layer (1-3 or 4 in. depth) at lo more or leag 
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evenly scattered points. The coil so obtained was well 
mixed on a piece of sacking, any coarse roots or large 
rock fragzonts being rezovod., About 2 lbs. of soil, 
represonting the whole of the area, wore subsomplad to 
a tin with a tightly - fitling lid for transport to the 
laboratory. 
Prerar. ý. tian' of the a-, implas for-SnalXS19 
The treatment of the field-samples and a number of 
experimental techniques followad the methods reco=2ended 
by riper (1942). 
reanurements of p1l were made on freshly-sampled 
field-moist soil. ror all other determinations air- 
dried coil vas used. The sample was air-dried in a layer 
-1-1 in. thick on -raper. The &Jr-dry soil, was ground 
down in a mortar and aleved through a2 =- cash OcTesn't 
a wooden poGtle vas used for grinding tho coil to that 
there was no breakdown of any rook fragmente PTaWnt- 
The material pausing through the Cleve ýfine earth') 
was stored in a tin and was the fraction used for 
analysis. The small stones nnd plant roots remaining on 
the sieve were weiglidd before discarding, to give the 
fraction offstones and gravellin the oýiglnal samples 
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xxveriM, Ia nd 
Tbe rocults considered here, uraega otberwisa'statedp 
are from 20 con camplea of each limotone-tyre. cowplets 
anitlyticalAuta for these cazplec are given In full In 
the Apperldix* 
Fxcept wbere otherrice otated zeculto are exprocced 
&a % by imi(; ht of oven--dry coil. VoicturO COntcnts Of 
the soil wore dateruined by drying at 10510 for 24 boum 
(1), RgtejvjMtjoD 2L rN. -(FL; tr 1942) 
Itleacuremnts of pH rere =do under atandard conditionsl 
uabij; v. J. %5 coil*, vater cuopencion, 'to cu. freshly-rawled 
coil and 100 =I. dictilled wate'r ýM wchunIcally 
chaken for I hour at room temperature and the pH of the 
suopenalm rac quictly was; ured ucinG g1rcs electrode 
cp. lomel balf-coll electrode ryctem and pIl-meter, 
Tba., ; 11 of core c=, plec irec rato mercurcd vith the 
4W electrodes in direct contact with the field'moict Coil- 
Peultyt 
P11-valtme for 32 soile from oach lizectons txo 
cu=rized in Fie-14o 
Carboniterouc Ll=ectono coila in Concral shov a 
distinotly lower V, I. TLO 9TOFAt majority give Itallife , 

















5-5 6-0 6-5 7*0 7-5 8*0 
pH 
between 6.5 and 7-5# freqwntly below 7-0* Several 
oballow nolla on south-faoing slopo3 have p1l abOVO 7*5v 
but only one noil sbowod a pH abova 8-0. This was from 
the aroa at Drayoottwharo the high p1l Is at least partlY 
due to the presenoe ol particles of burnt lims in the 
soil from an old limine-treatmont. On two areas witb 
deep soils the p1l waa close to 6-0# 
On the other hand most Bolls on, 0011tio limoatonat 
with their high content of free carbonate, show PH 7-7- 
Sol. Several atoneless clay solls. havo a som0what 10TOr 
PH : 7-4-7.6, but on17 two clayr; and ona doop loan had 
PH 0100e to 7-0. There van evidence of 2aaohing in the 
florlatio composition of the lattor 3 areas. 
'From PH-meaourazonts with electrodes inserted 
dirootly into the soil at field-=iatuxe content$ there 
ake indications that the effective pH of tha. 'Coll in 
contact vrith the plant roots Is leso than the valwo 
recordad from soil sua; enniona (of. Table 16). "the 
disorepancy varlos with moisture-content of tho coil and 
Is greater whon the soil is drier. 
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To ta 
.1 
COM1211LIOn 2t RH gf 1: 5 suspenston lad --of 
tield.;. moist -agil 
riald-molot soll 1: 5 sus; anelon 
Carboniferous timastona 
Shallow Boll (2 in. 6*74 7-54 depth)l valley mar 
charterhougs. 
Deeper soil (4 in. 6-o5 6-59 depth), Dolebury 
Warren. 
Oolitic Limestone 
Shallow stony aoil, 7.46 8-04 
Deep stonelegg soil$ 6*82 7*40 Upper Slaughter. 
4 
Vron2rtinn. of $stones Pnd rrRvell in the Poll-ra-m-2 
ngures for the percentagor, (air-dry baijis) of 
*stones and gravel' in 26 samplec of each roil-type are 
summarized in rig. 15. 
In samples from Carboniferoue Limatone the lotoneg 
and cravOl' fraction varied frOm Practically none (0,05%)ý 
to 24-7%; In Soilo from the. oolite It varied from 0,5ý 
to Almost balf the total weight of the sample 
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STONES AND GRAVEL it 







Figure 15. Comparison of the Istonee and gravel' fraction in soil samples of the two limestone types, 
1 1-2 2-5 5-10 > 10, 
C/o %STONES AND GRAVEL' 
The GIAller f"quenoy of rAgligible amounts of I stones 
and graveV (lose than 1%) on the Oolits to a 
reflootion of the more frequent extension of rook- 
fragments into the main rooting layer on this limestone. 
The Oolitio I stones and graVell aIWAY4 OYO 
of fervesceme with dilute R01, whils in the Carboniferous 
Limestone samples this fraction sowtimes contained 
without 
mainly obert or quartz frapentoo/free carbonate* 
alLaranaligne @Vol' , 
we PIMI 21 the. L a 2f qnil 
nutitentg tn tbojoil. 
Tbb system of rapid cbemical testo developed bY 
llorgan, (1942) was'employod to obtain estimates of the 
amounts of available. plant nutrients in the coil. 
Tbo experimental technique used here closely 
followed that described by korpu (1942)o 
In the Preparation of tba soil extract, the simple 
percolation toobnique was used: 4 grams air-dritd soil 
Were extracted on-4 filter. -paper with lo MI. yorggnig 
P, 
reagent (20 sodium acetate solution buffered to pH 
4-8 with acetic said). The extract was poured back 
through the NOLI mass twice more to ensure uniform 
extraction'* Results were found to depend on whether 
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air-dry or fleid-colet coll wan u»d*o, lower, test- 
readings were obtained for cons radicals (e. g. 10 wben 
moist 80il was extricted. These differences wers 
noticed even it a proportionately higher weight of 
m0ist soil was used, to allo* for its moisture content. 
The test readings for some radicals varied with the 
ratio (8 P. soil : 10 MIS$ soil: liquid ratio; a4 
liquid) gave higher readings$ and a 1: 15 ratio (2 9M 
10 lower readingst compared with a 2: 5 (4 Cm. 
10 01. ) soi%** Uquid ratio. Pelative test readings for 
different isoile are more easily compared at high 
nutrient-levels, but the 2#o5 ratio was adopted as standard, 
since higher tatioa gave Insufficient amounts of extract 
with the move retenti" soils. 
Tba simple perc 6lation method of extraction was 
compared with a shaking method for one series of samples, 
In the shaking method extensively used by the National 
Agricultural Advisory Service, 10 gm. air-dried soil 
and 50 ml. Morgan's reagent are mechanically shaken in 
tightly-stoppered bottles for 15 win. The shaking method 
sho"d no distinct advantage over the simple percolation 
technique, Values for some radicals e. g. r-04, lint were 
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A 
higher for some soils vith the shaking wethodo, possibly 
because of a taore thorough extraction of the soil 
particlesp since a similar effect was observed when the 
soil in the percolation method was extracted six times 
instead of the normal three, 
In the preparation of test-reagente and standard 
solutionsi and In the conduot of the individual tests# 
the methods of 11organ (1942) were followed exactly. 
Xxtracts from six soils# tbree from each limestcms, "rG 
tested simultaneously on a spot-plate or in wasemOn 
tubes (8xl om, ), The dropper pilattes used delivered 
appTox. 30 drops per zl* 
The radicals -tested were nitrate j a=onium 
VhOsPbats, POtag$iUm, cftlciumj'mapesiumý aluminium and 
iron. 
The, test-roadings ware renordod an numerical valuse 
the approximate significance ofvhich in the nutrition 
of the plant has been based (Uorgan, 1942) on crop 
requirements in-a wide variety of soils, Tba meanings 
attached by Morgan to the numerical test-values are 
listed in Table 17* 
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TA'ST3 I 
Test-reading. Level of nutrient available in the soil. 
I Very Low 
2 Low 
4 Medium 
6 Medium High 
ý8 
High 
10 Very High 
Be syl tt. 
The results of tests on the aXtraots of 20 soils 
from each limestons a" gsumarized in bistogram form 
(Fig. 16.. '18) * 
From estizatsis of the amounts of available plant 
nutriente In the two 9erise of soile, obtained by 
morgants method)the following features are apparent,,, 
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Figure 17. Results of Morgan tests. 
PHOSPHATE 
AMMONIUM 
'While the levels of nitrate, ammonium, and 
phosphate have a similar range for the two $Oil-types, 
a marked difference in the level of available calcium 
mayý* observed and. lass distinct differences In the 
levels of the other radicals tested. 
2 stj -0 
The great majority of Colits coils have v*ry much 
more available calcium than Wical Carboniferous 
Limeýstons coils, and characteristically are probably 
base-saturated. Pour oolite soilsi, pH 6-89-7*40# show 
levels of calciumo wbiab are much lower than the 
remainder of samples from this limestone, and which are 
roughly equivalent to the higbast levels obtaining in 
Carboniferous Limestone soils& 
Although the Carboniferous Limestone soils show 
varying degrees of Calcium Unsaturationt they are by no 
means deficient In this element* Thus all soils from 
the Carboniferous Limestone gave a test value 10 when 
10 drops of soil extract were tested. However, when the 
extracts were diluted and re-testedt (1 drop extract, 
9 drops'Morgan reagent), the difference between the tvo 
soil-ty; es was apparOnt. Wbereas at this dilution 
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CALCIUM 
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Figure 18. Results Of Ilorgan tests. 
TEST READING 
TEST READINQ4 
Carboniforoua Limostono soils bad caldum test values 
varying from 1-4, only the four Oolite eolls referrod 
to above showed comparable levels* the remainder had .0 (ri 18a 
toot valu3s 8 or 10 or above- 10. 
ýYsii; j extraots diluted 
20 tiruos# Oolite soils gave a range of test-valuas 
(Fig-16b. ); a comparable range of values was obtained 
for Carboniferous Limestone soilso when 5 times - diluted 
extracts were tested. (Fig. 18c. )* 
It is nOtswOzthy that Carboniferous Limestone solle 
which contain free carbonate do not haveýa calci=-levOl 
higher than normal: thug for thgDraycott soil containing 
particles of burnt lime, the extract gave teat-valuG 2 
at 10 times dilution# and 8 at 5 times dilution# results 
similar to five otbar soils from the Carboniferous 
Limestone* 
2timr- 018120S. - 
The levels of radicals other than calcium are 
variable in both moil-typess but difforencee in some 
elements are. appirent (rigs. 16s: L7-)'-- thOso are 


















211MUIR ! attar* 
An 48timate of organic matter in the soil was 
obtained by the determination of organic carbon present, 
using Walkley and Black's method. The soil Is treated 
with potassium dichrozate and cone. oulphuric acid, and 
the excess of oxidising agent in determined by titration 
with ferrous sulphate solution. The experimental 
details quoted by Piper (1942) were followed, except 
that a fresh solution of ferrous sulphate was made for 
each series of determinations$- instead of using a stock 
solution stored in an atmospbere of hydrogen, 
peoulta-u 
The Tecults are expressed an percentage organic 
carbon (Tialkley and Black values) in the soil* 
Tbe organie. carbon vall»o for 20 aoiln filom each 
limestone are mumarized In ng. 19. 
There are no very marked differences in organic 
matter content of the two soil-types$ though rather 
more Oolitic soils show high levels and more 
Carboniferous Limentolie soils ha" low levels of oTganto 
matter. The Carboniferous Limestone soils with very low 
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organic tatter were mainly from areas with deep soil, 
which contained a high proportion of sand (coibined 




The method of Troell (1931)0 using hypobromite 
solution, was employed for tba oxidation of organic matter 
and the disj*rsion of the soil particles*, so that 
carbonate-containing fractions were 'included 'in 'the 
analYsis. The determination ofýthe fractions in the 
soil suspension folloved'the normal International 
Idethod (Agricultural Education Association$ 1928). 
IRS LnIt a. 
Examples of mechanical analyses of the two soil 
types are given In Table 18, , 
- go -1 
TABLI 21 
Slgo &men, mqgh! knj"a gnLlXoeio gf the jwq, joij tYME. 
clay silt fine Coarso 
Sand Band 
Carboniferous Limestone soil's 
Sandy loam, Winscombe Hill, l6,, 56 24*35 35*10 12*91 
Clay loam, 'Priddy. 37*63 1944 29*69 1039 
Oolitio Limestone soils; 
Typicai sandy clayo Hawkesbury Upton. 40-26 iq-. o6 2o-69 12914 
Stonaless clay# karshfield* 5ILY 58 19 * 64 20-48 2002 
The reaUltS for 20 Soila of asob IJMstorA typO &2*0 
ou=arized ýin Fig. 20* 
There are Impbrtant differences in the moobanical 
composition, of the two $oil types# the most marked of 
these are in the clay and sand-fraCtiouss 
012Zý' The clay-content la typteally m=h higher 
in Oolltie golle. The average elay-content of 20 sollo 
from this limestone was 30 and onlY 7 GoilI showed 
CISY ISO$ than 35%; 6 of the latter contained high 
,, 1, ,v 
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sUld-fraCtionS, of Unweatbered limestone. On Carboniferous 
Limestons thO a"rage claY-content of 20 sollo wao 3CO 
and only 5 soils had more than 351a cIaY*, the r4"illllm 
ciay-content observed wao 39A* 
Silt. Tbo stit-fraction is in general higher in 
Carboniferous Limestorm coils; in 20 soils from this 
limostone Silt Ofaried from 8*13 to 34,69%,, averase 20s 
whereas in 20 Oolitic soils this traction ranged from 
7#41 to 33'29%* Mrage 18%, 
I- slind,,. There is genor&, Ily a muoh bigber fint Vip 
sand fraction, in Carboniferous Limstone Boilslo' in this 
soll, typo fine sand Mraged 33% and was frequently 
around 40*, only thve soils contained loon than 25%. 
Ovi in Oolitic soils the a"rage fine sand content was 222.1 
and only five noils contained more than 25$. 
ConZ92 sings The Coarse sand fraction is loore 
froqinntly high in Oblitic oolls, whereas thin fraction 
is typically low in Carboniferous Limestone soils. 
Of the Carboniferous Limestone soils with a high coarse 
sand fractions three were from moderately stiap areas 
with shallow soils one from an area, vith an outcrop 
of very shelly rook and the other from the maritime 
- 92 - 
slope at Uiddla Hope, near. Teston, whioli has accumulated 
sand blown from tho'boach: the cozbIned sand fractions 
of this oil total 62A. 
Acid tests on tba separated md-Iffractions showed 
that$ except for four leached coils, both fine and 
coane sand fractioup, of colitic soils are rich in 
carbonatet whereas in Carboniferous Umectono soils tbees 
fractions are generally free of carbonate ort an in 8 
oýt of 20 soils of this type tested, only giw a slight 
reaction with said. 
kainly as a consequence of the, lower clay and 
bigher sand fractions in Carboniferous LimestonO 001113t 
the cruzb-structure is leas stable than In 001itiO 
soils. The marked difference in stability is readily 
observed during the grinding of the soil aggregates in 
the air dried soils 
(vi) 1p. 11surveEgnI, of mg&jtM=Mja 
tho 20iI. L. 
The soil-moisture constants measured were;.. 
algrgaeopic coefficient: the amount of water 
retained by the soil in equilibrium with an atmosphere 
- 93 - 
of water-vapour of known relative humidity. It represents 
the amount of water adsorbed on the surface of the soil 
particles, and therefore gives an indication of the 
extent of surface active in water-retention. 
germlinent. wilt ing 12groentage: the moisture-content 
of the soil at which the plant becomes unable to absorb 
water at sufficient rate to maintain turgors and it wilts 
permanently; permanently wilted plants do not recover 
from wilting when placed in a saturated atmosphere. 
Moisture-equivalent: the amount of water retained 
by the Boil when 30 gm- of it are subjected to a force 
of 1,000 x Gravity for 30 minutes (Piper, 1942). For 
fine-textured soils the moisture equivalezlt is an 
RPProximate Measure ofthe field-capacityi or the amount 
Of water held by the 80il under field conditions after 
the excess water has drained away and the rate of 
downward movement has materially dqcreased (Veihmeyer & 
Hendrickson, 1950)- 
An approximate estimate of the 'readily available 
water$ (Viehmeyer & Hendrickson, 1950) in obtained by 
subtracting the permanent wilting percentage from the 
moisture equivalent. 
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I! Othgd j an§ resUlts, 
(rollowing the vathod quoted 
In lNrights 1939)- 
8-10 gm., air-dry soil In a sballow niokol dish were 
exposed# in a vacuumdesiccatort over sulphurio acid 
80lution, giving an atmosphere of water vapour of 50% 
relative busidlty* The moisture retained when the soil 
reached a constant weight gave the hygro, -ýjoopic coefficient, 
R! "M ts- Ths hYFMOBOOPIO CoOfficiOnts of 20 soils 
of each type are siamrized In Fig, 21. 
The majority of Oolitio soilst haVe distinotly higber 
amounts of hygrdocoplo MOLýture (Mrap = 7- 70) than ý 
most Carboniferous Limestone $oil# (3, "rage = 5"32)9 
indicating that Oolitio oolls bave a greater extent of 
soil surfaos a*tLve In water retention. As may be 
expected the hygroscopic coefficients are very dependent 
on the amounts of clay and of organic matter in the *oil 999100. ) (. rigs. 22 Ojp&/. Thus six Carboniferous Limestone soils 
I with h)rgrODCOPIO coefficient greater than 6-0 (soils 15-20t 
IPir, 22) WO" soils with higbeet clay and/or organJ6 
112atter on this limestous; soils IwIth very low bygroscopio 
- 95 - 
va3Luex had very 'low organic matter # though not always low 
olay* 
A similar correlation between amounts of hygroscopic 
moisture and contents of clay and organic tatter is 
apparent in Oolitic soils (rig. 23). 
As there to no conspicuous difference in organic 
matter content between the two soil tYpeo In the 40 
samples examined (of, rig, 19)0 the marked difference In 
hygroscopic coefficient is more readily related to the 
widespread difference in tbo clay-fractiona of the two 
limestone soils (of. lig, 20)i although differences in 
the nature of the clay fractions and perhaps also of the 
organic matter are probably involved. Thus an Oolitic 
and a Carboniferous Limestone soil of approximately 
equivalent clay and organic matter contents gave 
distinctly different hygroscopic coefficients 
(7*84 and 6#00, respectively). 
M-OLGUM 
The method of determination followed essentially 
that described in Piper (1942), except that the 
technique was modified for use in an ordinary laboratory 













































r. -tios . 4o wjioiNnN s-lios -io uerm 
Centrifuge. In each determination two separate soilso 
One Of each limestone tYpS# were treated simultaneously. 
BO-ORltot The moisture equivalent# of 20 soils of 
each tYP0 aTG summarized in rig. 21* 
In & similar w&Y to the hygroscopic coeffjcjentý 
the moisture equivalent of the 00litic soils (average 
46%) In distinctly higher than for Carboniferous 
Limestone soils (average 38%), Indicating a generally 
betterwater retention in the former soil typeo 
Uoleture equivalent values ave correlated with 
organic matter and clay contents of the soil in much the 
same way an. the hygroscopic coefficient, though the 
moisture equivalent in not regularly proportiorAl. l. to 
the hygroscopic moisture (of* rigs-22M-)- 
jermaimint willing, pgrqentagq, ý 
The prooeduro used here followed esoantially the 
method described by Briggs & Shantz (1912). 
Cress seedlings were gTown in zinc pots (2 int 
diameter$ 2j in. depth) and# when they were well rootods 
the surface of the soil was sealed with a low melting- 
point greasso The moisture content of the soil when the 
- 97 - 
plants became permanently wilted gave the permanent 
wilting percentage,, 
Determinations were made in triplicate for each soil. 
About 70 gm. air-dry soil were well moistened before 
transferring to a, potll this permitted normal expansion of 
the 
'soil 
on the addition of water without, interfering with 
the porosity of the soil In the 1ýot. Tbe-creas plants 
were allowed to grow until the soil mass was well 
permeated with roots (about 4-6 weeks); sufficient water 
van then added to bring the soil moisture content to 
approximately the moisture equivalent$ tba. cress seedlings 
were, thinned. out to approximately 40 plants per pot, and 
the surface soil was sealed with molten grease (3 Parts 
Vaseliael$O' 2 parts cocoa butter). When the plants were 
permanently wilted (i. e. when they failed to recover 
turgor after 3 houra In an atmosphere saturated with water 
vapour at room tempo-: ature), the soil from the lower týWo_ 
thirds of the pot was freed of cress roots and sampled 
for drying, 
P2=tsý The, permanent wilting percentages for 20 
soils of each type are summarized in rig, 21. 
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Figure 22. Correlation of moisture-retaining properties in 






-a- MOISTURE EQUIVALENT 
-0- READILY AVAILABLE WATER 
PERMANENT WILTING PERCENTAGE 
The soil moisture content at tb6 permanent Wilting 
point is generally bigber in Oolitic soils; values for 
this soil type are more frequently high (above 20) and 
lasso frequently low (below 15) than for Carboniferous 
Limestone soils. Tbýe average value of the permanent 
wilting percentage in 21*72 for Oolitic soils and 17*00 
f or Carboniferous Limestone soils. 
As with the other, soil moisture constants the 
permanent wilting percentage is correlated with the 
physical composition of the soil on both limestone# 
Comparison of the times required for the cress 
plants to reduce the soil moisture content from the 
moistu: * equivalent to the permanent wilting percentage 
revealed no difference In the rate of 16ag of moisture 
between the two soil types. 
COMParison of the amounts of inj1djIX ajj&bjj!. 
I 1116L. in 
, 
Us 20 00118 of eacb limestone type (Fig, 21. ) 
abows that ill 90UMI 0011tic soils bave 3. arger values 
(averagp 25*3%) than Carboniferous Limestone soils 
(average 2146%)4A 
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Figure 23- Correlation of moisture-retaining properties in Oolitic soils with organic matter and clay contents. 
Tho higher average amounts-of #readily available water$ 
in Oolitic soils is probably related to the higher 
clay-contents on this limestone. On both limestones the 
soils with the highest clay-content generally had the 
highestvalues for 'readily availably water'$ a, g. ooil 
17# Fig-22; soil 17, rig,, 23; though'readily available 
water$ for some soils is apparently more related to the 
organic matter content; e*g, #oil 150 rig. 23t with high 
$readily available water$ has relatively low clay but 
high organic mattert whereas soil ll Fig. 22 and soil-1, 
Fig-23s with low 'readily available water$, have moderato 
clay but low oTganic matter. Nevertheless$ high organic 
matter with very low clay values does not generally . 
lead to high amounts of 'readily available water' eg. 
8011 5P Fig-23. The highest values for 'readily 
available water$ are shown by soils with high clay and 
high organic matter e. C. soil 20, rig-224 soil 200 Ftg. 23, 
In a few soils, e. g. soil 9, rig. 22; soil 8, rig*23i 
with moderate or low levels of both thew components the 
high 'readily available water$ may depend on other soil 
properties, such as sub-division of the soil-aggregates, 
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The chief differences between the two $oil typeg 
Oblierved in the laboratory Inv0stigatiott are summarized 
in the following table,, - 
.1 TARLIC -1c 
RjoDq; gti@*. gf, Carb2njferous Joimelatone and 
0211tig 021120 
-, 2jrbgDjfeXou2 LlIgggtone 
Usually 
Avallable nutrients: 
Calcium High levels I ýut typically very much lower 
than in Oolitio soils. 
--, -ýJlagneslum 
Always high-20vels., 
potassium Variable; more frequently 
high levels. 
Age ganger Ucre frequently moderate 
ý6 or 
low levels. 




usually 7,, 7-8*IL- 
Very high; except in 
four leached soils, 
where the calcium- 
levele are similar 






or low levels, 
More frequently bigh 
levelaft 
Ratber more soils wLt6 
moderately high 
10"18* 
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Typically low, but some 
Rolle with medium levels; 









Typically very low, 
only four leached 
soils show appreciable 
aluminium, 
Variable but similar ranges of levels-in the two soft tMe. 
Generally-medium clay- Typically high clay- 
content (average= 30%) content. 
Low to medium levels*, 
usually higher than in 
Oolitio Boils* 
Generally high* non- 
calcareous# - 
Coarse sand Typically lowel ý often, non-calcareous, 
More-often highlo 
generally calcareous, 
ganio matter some $oil$ with ver gors $oil$ with high low values* 8 valuas, *, otherwise very similar for the two soil types., 
soil moisture Oonstants: - 
Hygroscopic coefficient 
moisture equivalent 
permanent wilting percentage 
v Readily available water, 
Average = 21 
Low to medium levels,, 
Typ ically lower', - generally calcareous, 
- 102 - 
soil moisture 
constants in general 
higher in Oolitio 
soilso 
Generally higher iýi, 
Oolitio collso, 
k 
Average = 25*3% 
In- oonclusion"'cf Ahis investigation-of sojjý-char&'cterx-, on 
-tbe two limestones# It may be said that edaphio conditions 
()n the 001 its"&re' gover'nod'by -a"' very 'di epie'r sod rock-w-" 
nisieton and a base iaturated soilo such'as ii* typleally 
fc)und In the'Vendzina tyo of*profilo; the base- s aturat ion' 
maintains' a 'good'' soil' structure In the presence of high 
proportions Of clay, 
On - lbo-'Caibordforous timeetoim'- sdaphic "conditibno are 
governed by, a rat126r'nbarp' demarcatl'on'of the '"goil from 
, tiiisý` fragmented limestonet b6th-ýpýAially'and chemically, 
iuCh`th&t 00" $o1l is'normally' tieeý of, carbonate particle's 
jLnd*AF; - typically' base-unsaturated# iesultingý in a profile 
resembling tbe- terr'&'rogej type', ' The Soil - Is of a 
]predominantly tine sandy or sijiy'texturei The hikher sand 
sndi'lo*er clay coupled with the lower base-content, give 
rise', -to a less stable soil' structure' than" in'' Oolitia coil. 
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A simple growth exparý 
PýSnta were grown in soils 
1 11- 
under idantioal. Oonditions 
of , 
41f ferenoes bet"en,, the 
Went was carried. out In which 
I 
of the two limestone-types 
of cultivation so, that the effect 
soils on plant growth could be 
Plants of six selected species, showing, varying 
bOhaVi'0112 in the two grassland types were grown on 12 
different soil" from calc are oup grassland (6 each from the 
Clsrboniferoue and 0o'litio limestones), in 6 in. pots in a 
before use, the pots ivere coated with bitumezi jýarden frame 
the inside,, At the and of the experiment the amounts 
0f plant growth were compared for, the two soil typen. 
IDU ring the main growing season two of the species were 
"Ot3bJected 
to two different levels of watering treatment. 
menjIl 
selecti n gf s2Uo 
A preliminary experime4t,, uslng a. ýsingjq 
boil from a 
typical area on each limestone -indicated that differential 
growth-rates of a given species on the, two soil types 
104- 
might be -readily --related 1o, marked difference a -in the level 
of-& , single plant, 'nutrient*In'the soil eg. nitrate. 
Th4rOfO*Oý toýýrsduae sampling, errore'- of , this, kind 0 six 
different grassland soils from suh-limestone were used*, 
these were selsoted-to include the major ý variations In 
soil conditions encountered on the two limestones* 
S6il for the experiment was obtained from the main- 
rooting layer at a 'number of different points on saah 
grassland area. Each soil was well mixed and sieved through 
IL I in- mesh screen before distributing to the po'ts. 
complete analyses of, the'solls used in the pot experiment 
&ro given In the Appendix (pa66). 
SMoiaN_u8eC. 
SiX SpOdio, 044re ilsed; theive were of three main typeass- 
Two' Mp6cios which slum differential behaviour In the 
two BeriGS of grasslands: 
VOSU'rkl-Lý, 4Mjjgjli# , more plentiful on the Carboniferous 
Limestone, 
Zerna areota'O more plentiful on - tba, Oolits. 
These 8P*OiG8 were 9TOWU to test "whether, their differenose 
OfOCOUMUOO'Might b*"d1rGCtlY related to differenoss In 
growth - performanoo on the two floil types. 
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Two calcicole speolest with somewbat similar 
frequencies of occurrence In tba two series of grasslands: 
ITallotgtricloil gratenset fieliantlLeag ohnaggletyle 
These were grown to test wbather a difference of 
growth - performance on the two soil types to shown by 
species normally of -marked calcicolous babit. 
Two non-calcicole species with similar frequenoles 
of occurrence in the two grassland types', reatuCa OvInfl, 
Hie Inc' Uju -JW2 sells. 
These speoies oocur on wall - drained soils regardless 
of oaloiUm - content* Tbay were ugod as indloators of 
possible soil - differences wbich are not, direotlY oonnOctOd 
witb the calolcolous babit* 
ArraMoment of agile anj sL! cjes in the flam. 
The 12 soils were distributed to 144 flower Pots., 
Zach pot contained only plants, of a single species. 
. 
14aii2totlichon 32ratenig Lejijkgthqmm, ghamjeqjgtgj, reatuga 
OV and, Hieraolum 12Ljosell1j, under a single watering 
treatment, occupied 12 pots each, one pot per Individual 
soil. Tbass numberewere, quadrupled for Zerna ereots and 
T. Mlerin SEjoills# of the 4 pots Per individual soil, 
- lo6 - 
a 
PRO 
Phot. 12. A general view of the gTowth-expeTiment (June). 
2 were under an adequate 'watering and' 2 under a restricted 
watering (See below) thus permitting yield - determinations 
on two separate occasions for'Oach treatment, and giving 
a total of 48 pots for each species. 
parbonifaious and'Oolitic Limestone soil types 
oocupled alternate positions in the frame in ohequerý 
board fashion, but#' iithin this arrangement, the poe - itione 
of individual'soils and of the different speoieia on these 
soils were distributed as randomly an possible. (Phot. 12). ' 
Treptrnt 2f th6A antis. 
Vegetative aboots were uoed 98 startillff 
To ensure genetical equivalence of plants in the two soil 
typeog large veeptative Olumps of each apecies collected 
from calcareous grassland, were separated into pairs of 
genetically identical units. Dembers of such paire were 
planted in pots containing respectively a Carboniferous 
Limestone soil and an Oolitic soil. I 
Before plaUting, 'ýach-'sboot wav qui6lcly weighedl 
any surface moisture from vaebing being remo"d by 
lightlY pre8sing bat"an bhe's tv'o f 'blot tin S-paper. 
A random sample of surplus separated aboots of eaob speoiss 
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was oven-dried at 8000, to, obtain týe., ave rage dry we I ght a 
of the transplanted material. 
shoots were planted in. labelled positions six in a 
P, P t; all, plant a of'a opepies were planted, 
-on 
the same day# 
Thq pots were regujarly'vatered using clear, rain. 





also', the plants 
genetically, paired with these, were replaced by fresh plants 
from. time to time, The original planting was in Decetiber 
1953# and the complote series of plants became fully 
established at the and of April 19541 
ftL,! rimental waterinir t1gatment and-Mneral - oRltiviltion. 
An soon as all plants wýre quite establishedo., tbe pots 
containing OrM and Iroeleria received two levels of 
watering treatments,, aInprmal-or adequate. watering treatment 
similar to that given to the. other four speciest in which 
pot. s ; ecalved a thorough watering every 3-5 days, and a 
restricted, watering treatment, in vbich'tbe 
.ý "'! ýf. 
jots,,, were, allowed, 
to dry out for. sayeral, days until. the plants showed. cigne 
of wilting; the pots were then thoroughly soaked to In the 
normal watering treatment# 
- : LOB - 
To prevent-, accidental. -watering of Vote under, tbe 
restricted watering treatment, the frame was co"red 
wbonever there was any risk of rain6 A thin coating of a 
green screening matorial-J'Summor, 01oud), on the frame-lights 
prevented--over-heating of the frame during sunny intervals* 
The surface of the soil in the pots was stirred occasionally 
to 110prove". &O'rationi 
-Measurements of height and spread. of each plantl, and of 
number and, site of Abe leaves were made at the beginning 
of May and again just before the plants were. lifted for 
yield - determinations. 
Yield -ý- determinations of Tooleris and Zerna more made 
during the last week of June and the first week of A'UguGt3.954- 
The Otber four species were harvo eta d ýý, during the 'last 
weak in Julyo in the yield, - determinations, the six 
plants in a pot-wero, divided, from the soji, masel, and, 
xaparately washod, -welgbe4,, and-oven r driedt j 
The, yield--for-each-Individual. soil given, inlables 20-27 
below, and displayed graphiogily in yjg5,24--27,,, T*presente 
the combined frosh-weight increments of 6 plants In a, pot, 
- log - 
in ýha ! rqblejs,, ýqrýýoptally pairýd : figures : for the tw(I 
ooll ýypOs are from Pot8 containing genetically Identical 
InCrOMents of dry "Lghtj obtained. by subtraoting 
the estimate4 dry weight ofý this, plants st, the tjrjj O: f 
Výanting, froml, the final dry'veight, 4TO 010901Y proportional 
P 114), (of. Fig. 25y; and, in to the Increments of freab weight 
C -, 
generlal ,- the" trends shown in oomparlsons of dry Weight data,, 
are similar. to those shown I 
by fraish weight data , but us 
, 
nometimen lose marked 
ý(cf 
ng. 25), b In 1he experimut fresh 
weight, data have been, preforred since tbey seemed like'ly to 
give a. more, accurate measure of the of fective bulk of the 
plants', ", 
The signific . ance of the moan differsucS, of grOwth -- 
increment between The two soil types has been tested for 
ea0h SPOCiSS's Using thO It' test quoted by BrOnIG6 (19491 
PaSO 32)o TbO corroap6nding values of probability (P) are 
given at the and of each table. 
For roalarla and 7, aXM, only the Tesulte of the ceoond 
oampling (August) exe alvan: in the first sampling, Puns) 
the trends Of growth for both speclegs although lose mukedo 
- 110 - 
were very aiiallar to those in the laiter sampung, 
1". 291,01il 
Pr2emse-of movIll. 
koderately easily established after transplanting; plants 
showed repeated tMering and some inorea9e In length of the 
leaves. The appearance of the plants at the end of this 
expOriMat was very similar on the t%zo #oil typeg except that 
on Oolitic coils the leaf number was generally greater. 
Plants with a resiriated water - supply, though similar for 
the two soil types, were much smaller than thoso with an 
adequate water - supply#, -I 
Elant Ziel§ datL. - (Second sampling. ) 








CARBONIFEROUS LIMESTONE SOILS 
OOLITIC LIMESTONE SOILS 
Figure 24. Comparison of the- growth-increments of 
Koeleria gracilis on the two soil typce. Fresh weight 
data for six soils of each limestone type(Table 20 -p. 112. 
) 
















Adequate watsring. ý 
1 6#658, -10 7*922 1#264 i '6": 2 I + 0: 02 2 329 4 ý 5 11OJ39 9 11.654 8*22 
0: 315 
+2 654 10s 77 12 3 2 44 14%347 2 11#90 + * 4 
loan--dif f g=21L + 04,203 
P lies between 0-, 9 and,. 0*8 
'Re strio tod 'watering 
-1 1#878 2' 
3 6-053 6 
4 1*794 9 
1 5 I. , 
4-780 
1 
. 0,., t 7 7* 318 12 













ý, o 206 
.I 
r. ean differenoolo 0* 775 
p lies between 0*2 an4 0#1 
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It lit evident that the grOlwth - rates of lcoeleria are 
very similar on the two soil types under both watering 
treatments,, though there are Olight Indications that with 
an gAequate *water - supply, Carboniferous Limestone soils 
on average produce better growtblil tbOTO 10 UOrS pronounoed 
evidonce of batter growth in 001itic sojIg when the later ý 
supply la rentzlotod, 
'Not always readily establisbad, aftSr transplanting: 
some of the older 0 coarse' vegetative shoots did not readily 
form: "fresh roots, Thore was a irteady growth-TI& t's 
throughout the experiment; some plants fornad InfloTOr-cenoest 
(one' per plantk on Oolitic soils 23/144 plants (10) PrOduCed 
infloreacenosup Compared with 12/144 (8%) on Carboniferous 
Limestone Soils. In the plants without flowers# there Vag a 
oonsiderablo elongation of leaves and a slow incrOSGS In 
leaf - number., Tba appearance of the plante was eimilsr On 
the two *oil-types,. though on some Cuboniferous UmOstOtO 
soils* especially under the adequate waterjug - treatments 
Zerna often appeared more vigorous (more tj2jers and STG&t*r 
leaf - number). Considering both soil-types, plants 
generally appeared iomewhat more vigorous under the adequate 
watering treatment. 





































TAMA Mý (cf. - rig. 25), 
recta Incroace in, fresh weight- (graza) 
CaTboniferouo Oolitic Uve stone., 
Lima stone 
soil No, rresh wt, soil No. rresh wt. Difference between 
Inora=nt increment the txO soil types 
Adequate watering, 
1 : 726 9 5 21 062 2 7* 0+ 13-356 
4-, 21-089 6 15192 + 5*197 51 15,956 - 3*203 7 9*53 14-549 4- 14: 989 
11 20*044 10 17*555 v- 2 489 
11 lpý 
Wfel2n9e, +5-458 
r 116i betwe6n 0*2 ; Uld 0%I. - 
b) Be striated watering 
I 9*7_47 6 11,017 1*270 
3 IR&482 9 li - $15 3* 667 41 *496 2 6-094 + 10*402 
5 70902 '20 10,742 - 2: 150 +3 96 7 11*065,8 7,382 
11 9*033 12 11-47b 2-443 
FM difference,. + lv883 
I? lies between 0*5 and 0*4 
ý 114 - 
Theta Is a strong indication that with an adequate 
water-supply the growth rates of 7eL: na. are higher In 
Carboniferous- Limestone soils. 'With a restricted 
water-aupply there is only a slight Indication of higher 
gTowth-vates of 7. erM In Carboniferous Limestone soils. 
The variations of fresh weight increment within the 
two soil -tyýix are not simply related to any soil - property, 
but in Carboniferous Limestone soils with a restricted 
water-supply there is a cbrrslatiOn between ths growth - 
increment of zernA and the amount of, $readily available water$ 
in the soil (Table 22; rig, 26)* 
JABLI 22s 
Soil No, IR -a adily available water$ Growth -- InCrOment of_Zerna 
11 15058 9*033 
5 18*43 7*992 
1 9#747 
7 23* 39 n-085 
3 26*49 15*482 
31*82 16-496 








Q ROWTH INCREMENT (r4M) 
FIGURE 26. Correlation of the growth-increment of 
Zern, n erects, with 'readily available water' in 
Carboniferous Limestone soils under a restricted 
watering treatment. 
10 15 20 
Thus under conditions of T89tri6ted, water supply the 
amount Of Plant growth may be YOry dopendent on'the $readily 




Ileadily established after transplantihgoo plants showed 
v3ry wtoady inarease in sito and number of leavest with 
considerabld tillering, Plants were of very similar 
gppearanoe on the two soil typos though on Oolltie. sollx# 
S12oots 'were pnerally mo" branched and acarried more leaves. 
PI lint vi dala.. 
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IASIM 2] (of., rig. 27) 
Eelic totT, Igbon I. jp-teM - increase in freol, w, $jj; jt (Vam's) Carboniferous 001itic 
Limestone Limestone. 
Soil 110. FT9 sh irt. soil Ito. prooll Vt. Difforence 
Inorement inorement 
1 13-680 12* 972? + 104708 
3 7-617 12 11,524 - 3*907 
`4 13-441 10 21-413 - 7,972 
5 8.498 2 10*273 - 1*775 
7 6-832 6 Sd- 042 - 10210 
11 10*350 9 16,46 - 6so66 
Log djIforno-i -3-k370 
P lies between 0#1 and 0605* 
PraOtically establish that the growth 
TatO Of M12121tighOn to higher in Oolitio soilo tbAn in 




Transplanted sboots were very diffimat to got 
established; because of this difficulty growth on most GOVIS 
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-H 
was uniforay poor. '', rhire growth was apgreciable, plants 
appeared wore vigoroils on 00litio -8011ow 
P140ant Yield dnt,. vt.. 
(of,, rig-27) 




'go, Frech -. -: t. Soil. 
Limestone. 
No. ftesh fff, Differenos bet"ou 
ine'rement increvent two soil types 
I - 0-100 9 1* 743. - 1*843 
3 0*783, 1-946 - 1*163 
4 o-05 8 ooo66 0139 
5 1,0589 2 2#395 o*8o6 
7 - '0*439 10 ooo67 o-p6 
11 - 0*457 6 00178 0#635 
0*735 Ina 
P Usa between 0#1 &td 0*05 
VOrY few Belianthemum plants produoed appreciablS fresh 
growth; on some Carboniferous Limestone soils there wall SA 
overall lose In fresh voight. The general trend of InO"abs 
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in frogh weight of the plant. 9 Indicates that Oolltio nolls 
On a'vOrag" Produce somewhat better growth than Carboniferous 
Limestone soils., 
770 0011tic soils With high c'jay (soils 2,12) produced 
the higbast growth increrAnts, 
restuca OTW 
Prouggs 2f Irrowth 
Vca=7 ontabliabod after transplanting-, plants showod 
Topeated tillering$ and on some soils va marked elongation 
of the leaves. The Tanga of site and apýaarance of the 
PlIant. 2 'x4rw 'VOrY similar on the two goil typeg. 
'Plant Xiall 
data# 
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TAIMP5, (cf. 'Fig. 27) 
re.! Iuoa ovita - Inoreace in. fresh voight (grams; ) 
'a fo o" n1k, arous woblitic 
Goil 
Limestone Do* rroah wt. soil 
Limestone. 
No. Fre sh wt Difference between increment increllant two Boil type a 
11-409 2 13, -333, - 1*924 
9"146 6 2o,, 658 
'11-512 
4 11*071 7-466, 3.6o5 
5 9-019 10*504 0"485 
T 17* 874 12 14"096,, ', - 2"778 
11 240 085 20 Ig - 085 5,000 
LOAD'AffelengIs 06423 
P lies betvton, 0119 and 0*8 
it is app*=ont that F. 'ovin al exhibits' ,aa iiilir iangý of 
growth-rates on the two *oil types, thouýh-thýre to some 
indication that grorth is a little better on Oolitio soils* 
The performance of 1'6stuoa In this'experiment FJveo an. 
indication 6f the striking-qualitative diff , aran oes ,, which - may 
be displayed In trials of this kind. nntuan plants in 
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Carboniferous Limsetone soil 11 bad yellowish-green leaveo 
while all plants on other soils# including plants genetically 
identical to those In soil 11, bad dark green leaves* 
ýIt'is unlikely that the growth - increments or 
&ppearanos,, of", j#, 2vina, on the different soils are related to 
any single soil property, However It may be noted that 
soil 11 differs appreciably from the other Carboniferous 
Limestone soils used In the experiment only in its moderately 
high levels of available aluminium and of phosphate, In the 
Oolitic soil type four soils containing moderately high levels 
of available iron, iproduced relatively high growth increments, ý 
while the remaining two Oolitic soils, with lower levele of 
Iron showed lower growth Increments. 
Hieraclum 
"r2exess ot Inw. 1h, 
rairly readily established after transplanting, on most 
soils# the plants showed a fairly rapid growth, with increases 
in site and number of leaves and a considerable branching of 
the rosett6aj, with the formation of trailing shoots. Tbers 
was a fairly widespread formation of infloroscenoss. Im 
& total of 36 plants on each soil type# inflorescences were 
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formod ao followtv*,. 
Carboniferous Limestone 
Oolitio Limatone ' 
164" 0 plants flowering 
23 
27 




The vigour of the plants varied considerably amongst 
Individidual soils although tbere was a similar TangO Of 
appearance in the two Boil types; in general 001itic soils 
produoed somewhat more vigorous plants. 
Plgl. Xield data. 
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-- t, -- - 16313,26 
(cf. rig. 27), , 
Hieragium iDilocella - Increase in fresh *eight (grams), 
Carboniferous 00 11 tic Pý, c 4. " lit'lc- 
Soil 
Limestone 
No. Freshvto ftil 
Limestone. 
No, Irresh wt. Difference between 
increment increment two coil types 
1 14-489 2 15#372 09883 
3 12 - 340 6 9,970 +- 2*370 
4 17-356 9 '16*498 + 0*858 
5 2 0* 631 '''12 24*492 3#859 
7 18 ID35 8 13*431 + 4*603 
111 80789 1.0 27'7o6 - 186917 
M20 AMOMSM, s, , -2,638 
P lies between 0-5 and 0*4 
It Is apparent that the growth-rates of RilgeOlls- are 
similar on the two coil-typeo though there are indications 
that the Oolitic type produces slightly better growth. 
SMMarX jgnd .- ognglugions, 
Although the soils of the two limestones-diffor markedly 
in a number of properties (sumarized on page 101. they 
produce no very striking differences in the growth-ratea'of 
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the species tested. The Iollowl"g table summarizes 08 main 
reoults: - 
2z 
commiogn jh the agw -baLaTlq. M of the, selected IR20&82 2D 
-tho 'two goil JJL2f, 
Species tering 
satment 
Toolsria gracilis Adequate 
Ractrioted 






Hieracium pilosella 0 
"da 09 






Growth a littlo 






















V*ry 101sillar growth-ratea on both soil-tmo 
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most consistent differences in soil conditions to which 
-Sny general growth differences between the two soil-types war 
be relateds ISTO those of pR and of levels of available calcium. 
t, seems ý from the reoUlte Of 'the growth experiment that 
-properties such as 
texture, which are variable-within each soil 
.,. type i'do not often exert a marked Influence on growth-rate. 
Otone typeg soils with high clay content 
-Thus, 
for ýa single libý 
onlyl, oocasionally produced growth-amounto markedly different 
, _: 
Mox other soils of the same typel e. g. Zerna under restricted 
,, watering, showed 
relatively low growth-rates on 0olitic soils. 
_, Rý, grA 
8, with high clay. 
Unknown soil-properties, perhaps differing characteristically 1. "". 
between the two soil-types e. g. the constitution of the 
0: L*y,. 1r&otion or of the organic matter, way also be" affected 
the plant grOwth-rat8s. Ho"VOrs the Milable information 
j. ndipatjo. that with adequate watering the growth-rates of 
andto a lesser extentt of Yoo-jerin EXIcillp are 
uioir in the approximately neutral pH and the relatively low 
OSL: Lcium levels characteristio of Carboniferous Livestone soilso 
On., the other hand the growth of Re1iotolliphon Eratense, and 
tO, ý-Some extent that of LaItanthemum chamneciatus, 
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lueno ium''12iloselIll and restupa o-vina are raore favoured by the 
h: J& pH and very high calcium of Oolifto soilg, 
'with a restricted watering treatment the growth rateo of 
. 
IeXla and ZeIna on Oolitic soil compare more favourably 
1prith those on Carboniferous Limestone coils; thuo for ferna 
, the, growth-differences between the two soil-types were leas 
iked with the restricted watering, while the growth of 
t2gjeria Is better on Oolitic soils under these conditioneg 
001opared with a better growth on Carboniferous Limestone soils 
with c0equate watering. The higher amounts of'readily available 
water$ in Oolitio soils may be of importance under dry soil 
-. Oonditions in enhancing the growth-raten of Plante such as 
. 
LaMis and Zorn& on this soil type, compared with 
agLrboniferous Limestone soils# 
From the comparison of Infloresoence - production In 
ragiM 12112saIIII and Zerna-elealn on the two soil types 
,, -t.,, vould seernthat the 0011tio soils are the moro favourable 
--, infloresoence 
'k F, -'ý - , 0/ ý :, 
tn ? 
development in these species, under the conditions 
O: f tlie experiment, The possibility that this result ic a 
c'c)nsequence of an uneven distribution of shoots with 
d'j: rferentlated Inflorescence primordia at the time of planting 
_., 3pems unlikely, 
because of the large number of plants involved 
gLnd the random method of seleotion of these for the two soil 
types. 
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The ealcareous grasslands of the Carboniferous and 
.-IA 1ý " 0*11tic Limestones of the Bristol region are superficially 
XiMilar grassland communities; but the results of 
do tailed examination of those grasslands (Geotion, 111) 
: reveal a nwzbor of characteristic and widespread differences 
in'florictio composition. The more important of those 
U&VO'been discuseed at the and of Obotion III (PP-40-51), 
Thdre in OtrOnl; Circumstantial evidence that the 
difforOnces between the grasslando have arliven to a large 
extent from differences In moll conditions on the two 
-jimostones,, The distinct floristic composition of each 
type of grassland is retained over a wide geographical 
- 
_, 
I&rea and in a large number of different situations, 
jubracing a considerable rang* of climatic, topographical, 
&nd other environmental influencego For example, on the 
cvýibofilfsroua Limestone , grassland In the areas with 
relatively high Mean Annual rainfall in of 
I glimilar character to that in the areas of lover'rainfall. 
It would soomo therefore, that edaphic condmons 
represent the predominant influenos giving rJee to the 
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dialtinctive cbarncteraý of, the,,. two-, corlecl, of- gr; tps-jands,, 
TIM cbi, 3f -"diffOrOnces Irl, coil ý, coýdltýonc, pf tbe 
; grasslandwon the two limestones *,., rpveAjq4, in ýýtho 
'detailed ýsoil inver-tiptions, (Section-XV), j are, #. o, ae of 
, pH and'Ievels of available calciumo, with otherleca 
-Constatent', -but, often well-marked differences In texture, 
twator-retaining propertiezand4n-the levels, of some 
-plant nutrients; (Table : Lqj-pp. 10l-lQ; 2)m 
ph and, lovelo, of 4ava: Lliblis eqjcjura. jj4v* 
-relatively, much lower-vauss lnýCaxboniferouu Unostone 
rs6ila comparad with"-typicalýoolitio-solle-, and tbera is 
botwean ýtbs,, tvo 
4 tMa have been, of- Pri%Uy" inix)rtance In ý determining 
difforontialýbeb&vLour-of-a, number, ýof-apecior. ýon 
"'tiro litnestones. 
The normal habitats of the epeciec i1i Table 9 (P-45) 
-listed as 'exclusive to the Carboniferous Limestone$ 
(0-9- MIR" =211-St ftLOVOIU8r9jj, 
p Agrostivu-'gleing 
a" on VIM acid soils, 80 that their trequent presence 
on the Caibo, iferoug ji"Otone (899#4 times respectively) 
and their complete Absence on the 001ite aprAaTe to be 
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directly related 'to the vore rmrked tendency to-cards 
leached coil conditions on the former* rurtbormore the 
general occurrence on the Carboniferous Limestone of 
other species (included In Table 9) normally antociated 
-xith acid coil conditions, and the very infrequent 
presenco of tbase O; eciao in Colitic grausland is almoat 
certainly relatad to the lover pit and tauch lower levels of 
Calcium in Carboniferous Limestone solls. Evidence that 
thic is so is provided In the floristic compocition of 
' 
-jeachrid treas on the Oolit*. Four such arean, for which 
goil data "a avallal 
I. Lated in Table 9 at 
Table 28) th, 3 
from thee* 4"aS are 
ble $ bear a t=ber of the opecies 
appreciable levels of abundance 
PH and calcium-levels of the soils 
ituch lower than normal for the 
Olite and are comparable vrith tboss of typioal Carb6nilerouo 
Ljr, estone toils. 
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TAn 1.3 2 
Th3 
ýocqllrrqnc8_2f 
Incidial- 001it, 3 I n relation 
ro 
Columns 1-4: Levels of abundance on four leached coils, 
Colum Frequencies of occurrence on sixteen soils 
wIth high carbonate. 
3 4 
j. 16 + 
A grO 4, '011ýjg 
I 
f f 0 
potentilla areota 0 oft Ollf 
bieglingla doembens T a" Iva 
Veronica offioinalls te 
Viola riviniana r 
ThO last four speclas in Table 23, occuring on 
leached 0011*10 oolls, are normally absent from Oolitic, 
grassland, butt on the otbar hand, are : ftirly characteristic 
On the Carbonif6rous Limetone (oocurýng on 22,47,22,12g 
out of 50, ai, 032s ras; octively). Their prosenoe as 
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conspicuous members of limestone grasslsnd in this region 
aPPe9z9v th*rsf0TSt to be directly aggoolated with low 
. pH 
and relatively low levels of calojum in the goij. 
AEMggt g tenig-i's occurs at moderate levels of abundance 
on a vartety of Oolltio nolle with high earbonate-content, 
so that its presence in grassland is not 'primarily 
I dependent on the low pH and low calClum of leacbed soils* 
but as Agrostle tenixis in more chavaOtlOriotic of the 
Carboniferous Limestone, it may be favoured by these 
conditions* 
From the observed behaviouv of 
on the Oolite, tbere is little doubt that Its oocurrence 
J. s favoured by leacbed soll conditiong. n" cut of tbg 
total of I; even occurrences Of alemlincLft- On the 001its 
, were on areas showing evidence of leaching; on these areas 
,,. ý., I 
jq 
"sun . ufti often showed moderately 
high levels of 
abundance. It was recorded as frarel on the remaining two 
.,,, Areas$ 
with soils rich in carbonate. rrom this distinctive 
bebaviour of SiGglIngla It seems reasonable to "late its 
greater success on the Carboniferous Limestone to the 
relatively low p1t and calcium-levels of the solle on this 
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: pock-formation, ý-Tbie_'Vlow IsAn aVoement with --ý 
widespres4-obsorvationx-of tbo bohaviour of fteglIgSU.. 
Tioweveri from-tbý distribution, of this specion on 
the Chalk It seems that-tbe provenoe of Steeliggia may, 
not, always prtmarily-depend on low pH and low calcium* 
thus* xlthougbýa comon, vomber on loachad Obalk-soilis, 
: Lt ocours-in abundavve, on, carbonate-rich soilx of the 
in 
Obalk/se"ral regions of south-west Zngland (Hope-Simpson, 
unpublisbed data)& 
As wait noted In the discussions of the soil profiles j -fý 
(PoW. "tbe'relatively low C&IOlum-Content of Carboniferous 
Limestone soils, and with it probably the low pH, depend 
very nuch-on the manner of weathering of the pa"nt rook* 
Tbe., non-diepersal, -of rock-fragments and the hardo 
homogeneous nature Of thO limestone limits the release of 
calcium into the soilo. 
However, there are Indications that base-retention 
in Carboniferous tivestone $oil$ Is also restricted by ý, 
, ýbe,, Mtu" 
Of th, * OIAY. Since the isoll profile on the 
Carboniferous-Limestone resemblen the terra roes& profilgs 
it, -seema-likely that the soil on tbirj limestono would 
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showAhe torra, rosea charaoter, of a relatively low olay,, 
silica*# -sesquioxide ratio (about 2); it also seems 
44 
probable that the OlaY Of 0011tiC soils bas a Telatively 
high ailloa: - sooquioxide ratio (about 4) characteristic 
of rendzinas (Robinson, -1949),,, *% low, ijilicao, , osequioxide 
ratio indicates that, tbe OIRY L8 Minly of the kaolinLtic 
type$ wbereas vtlutt's around 4 a" a0sloCitted with a 
loontmorillonite type of *I_Oy# , The latter type has an 
OxPandi'39 0rYMt1ft'1-8truOtur0 # and, consequently bag" a. 
bigbor base-exchange capacity and a greater degree of 
bydration than the kaolinitic type* Which has a fixed 
crystal lattice (04TOrt 1948Y. It therefore seems 
'likely that the rendsina soils of the Polite contain a 
more base-retentive clay than Oarboniferous Limestone 
J00ilso 
Tbare is some evidence In support of this supposition. 
in-, a Carboniferous UMOStOnS'8011 Oxamined which bad a 
z_ 
moderately bIF; h 06ntent Of disPersed and readily, soluble 
calcium contentý albeit of artificial origin* the goll 
component freed of lime particles does not contain 
CsTbonate nor to ths MilabIG-0410lUm higher than in 
other Carboniferous Limestone soils, In most Oolitic $oil$ 
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the soil freed of limestone Particlau'le riob'In carbonato 
and shows very high levels of available - aticlum. 
The apparently better base-retaining, properties of 
Oolitic volle act In addition to the influence of the 
dispersed carbonate in making soils on the Dolite lose, 
susceptible to reduction to a low base-content. Thus it 
may be said that under exactly similar pedopvnic forces, 
tb, e equilibrium condition In'tbe soil on the Carboniferous 
Limestone is more strongly tending towards a low base- 
content thawin Oolitia soil* 
A zanifest4tion-of thin is readily observed In the 
field. on the Oolite the great majority of areac bays 
soils with a high content of calcium carbonate and high 
plit and showing no'signs of leaching. There is evidence 
Of. a lowering of pH and of calciW-levels only whirs the 
soil is very far removed from the parent rooko as in the 
deep soils on a few gentle slopes or plateau sites, or 
I. n some of the rather deep clay soils on moderately 
sloping land. On the Carboniferous Limestone the soil 
only retains a moderately high pH and levels of calcium 
, where erosion is very active and the soil very close to 
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the parent, rock, -as on the stoe at and driest slopes# Pe 
&g soon as, any app"clablo depth, of solI is built up, 
, ý. g. _on. 
leas steep slopes or moister sitiiationej the 
osicium-oontent and, pH, &; e rapidly lowered, 
The extent of the leaching prooess on. Carboniferous_ 
inestope-varies with local conditiong; it, is increased 
, with, greater soil-depthq pojaterýagpect and hi gher rainfe. 114 
Jror., example , , on a southern elope at Crook Peak p whe To 
, rainfall is relatively low for the Carboniferous 
,, LIzOGtOne s the "Ptation is predominantly claoicolous 
ýIand 
the soil PH Is relatively high (7*94); furtbar Inland 
, 
in-tbe, Cbeddar-Read. region where rainfall Is. conaiderably 
ý"4igbert. a site of similar aspect and with similar #oil , 
, ý#apt4 
carries conspiewus amounts of non-caicivol-ous 
,,,. 
florat including Rgtenj&&"Urý oldotij and Ver2niett 6fficinalie, 
. and tbe, soil has a-lower, pH (6-88). 
'In. 
view of the marked physiological effect which the 
,, 
dLffe,,,; GnceG in PH and calcium-le"I between the two soil 
'typesýare 
likely to be" on Plant growtho Abese differences 
_-7 
jj&Y be expected to have 8008 Influence In determining the 
differential behaviour of plante other than those depending 
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primrily on leacbed coil conditions, * Tbare is hwever 
no direct evidence of this in the floristic composition 
of 'leached Oolite areas. 
Furtbermore It was not possible on either limestone 
to I correlate trande In other soil properties with features 
ofthe vegetation-cover. Thus tbere vats no direct 
evidence from the observea data that the fairly general 
differences in texturet moisturo-retention and in the 
: Levels of some nutriento between the two soij typect have 
been important in producing any of týe verstation 
differences of the two series of gra . aslands. However, it 
seems reasonable to suppose that the different trends in 
those more variable soil PrOPerties on the two 'limestones 
have had some of fact on the differences In the vegetation. 
A 
Cover. Tor eXamplS , although Oolitic soils in general 
'b , ave distinotly higber Owers'Of moistUrO-retention, 
SLyparently arising from tI* usually hit; hor clay. -contents, 
.. Iaoigiture 
of direot importanoe to plant growth ('readily 
Iýý4 
a, Vaj: Labj, e water#), -to not very significantly higher, 
i0ompared with Carboniferous Limestone soils. * but these 
I slight differences may load to an advantage for plants 
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on the Oolite'du; ing, prolonged drY *pells. 1', Since the 
greater exposure oftbe Carboniferous Limestone grasslands 
to wind-action probably'leads to a more rapid lowering 
of soil-moisture through higber transpiration-! -ratenj the 
significanee of such an advantage may, be considerably 
increased* 
Although the only direct evidenoe available for a 
dependenoo, of grassland differences between the two 
l1westorses on soil conditions concerns the differences of 
pH and calcium-levels, it is possible that floristic 
differences may have depended on characteristic soil - 
differences not revealed In the Investigations described 
in Section -IV. For example* the physical organization 
of the soil appears from handling to be characteristic 
tor each limestone typoi even wben comparing soils-wift 
Very similar mechanical composition*- It is known that 
the sand fractions of the two soil types are of different 
obemical, character (P#93) and It ban been indicated 
previously (P-103) that the differences In baes. -saturation 
betwe! en the two soil types lead to differences In stability 
of the soil aggregates. Furtbmoret there are-Indications 
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of fundamental differences In the constitution of the 
clay In the two soil typos and* considering the 
characteristic differences of soil colour# probably of 
the organic matter also; there in some indirect evidence 
of such constitutional differences apparent when 
correlating soil molstUrs properties with v*ohanloal 
, composition (p. 96). 
Thus a more complete knowledge of the pro; orties of 
Carboniferous and Oolitto Limestone soils may be necessary 
before the effects of edaphic differences on floristic 
behaviour In the 'two series of grasslands can be fully 
assessed, From the indications referred to in the 
preceding paragraph it would seem that the characteristic 
differences between the two soil types are fundamentally 
, chemicalo On this account an Indirect expression of 
those differences might be reasonably expected in the 
-1, evelv of available plant nutrients in the soil. 
The results of Morgan tests (pp-10ý91,02)6 besides 
providing clear evidence of the very different levels of 
available calcium in the two soil types, sh()w come 
evidence of different trends in the levels of other 
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SISMentse This is MoSt'varked In the levels of 
it isýprobable that the higher aluminjum of sauminium: 
Carboniferous Limestone Soils is associated with the 
lower pH*, sLnce the alumini= level in leached Oolite 
sollo to higher th" normal. The differences noted in 
the available levels of other elements (mapeoLum, potassiump 
mmWese$ iron) MaY xTise from the different levels of 
OallejumIn the two soil types or these may be an ' 
expression of differences In the parent material of the 
soil* 
The results of the Uorgan tests, however, must be 
jLnterprsted with-cautionp since tbo conditions of 
extraction my af foot the two soil tYpes differentially 
jLassmuoh as Oolitio soils are bIgMy buffered with 
calcium, carbonate 0 while Carboniferous Limestone soils 
are carbonate-froe* 
The results of the growth experiment (Section V) may 
be'Anterpreted as agreeing In some measure with the 
evidence from the field-observations that the differences 
between the OOLIO 'Of the two ILBOBtOnSS have not markedly 
j. nfluenood the differences in the vegetation. , None of the 
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gpocios testOd slio"d very zoýrksd growth-ýdifferanoes on 
the two 0011L 'tYPOB* 
Ho"Ver, a nuabor Of interosting growth. foatures 
were obovat 
For tho caloloole spocles ROIJIMIhomm obamogill .1 
*"d 11021912Wft". P-nisnOt tllsrd was ratber pronomood 
evidenoe of better growth on spoils from the c)()jjt*s, it 
could be reasonably supposed that the higbly Calcareous 
soils of, this limestone are'more favourable to the growth 
of markedly CaloiC010 OP00168- VOVOrthOlOss two OtbOr 
pecies grown'*, -11 S, 
exjaýev g1lig and ZMAierg6 
, jormaliy regarded as caloicolest showed Indications of 
higbor growth rates in Carboniforcus Limestone soils#' 
This result rosoubles that of Webb Hart (1945) who 
: fiound that seedlings of a nuabor of species, Including 
caici6olos showed better growth in iaid sjoli, * The doorGas*4 
^dvantNp of the Carboniferous tivastone soils over Oolitic 
go I oils In promoting the growth of and ToelaI&I, under 
restricted watering# may arLse from the 'Lower retention 
of soil moisture in Carboniferous Limestone soils* 
p&rtioularly of 'readily available water$. 
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The fairly similar growth-rates shown on the two 
soil t7pea by the tvro non-oalatcole species of oimilar 
behaviour-on, the two Umestonee (Hier &q jum ý 32il. () gell. a, 
Festuca-MLE. 1) SUPPOTt the View that the two soil typee 
do not differ.. markedly except in properties co; inpcted 
with the ca. lolcole habit. Thus, In the light of the 
nor=IIY accepted distribution. of the plants tented, the 
results (except for Eoelej: ia and Ze f ir4* tho field- 
observation, tbat the soil differences of greatent affect 
on the vegetation are those of pH rind calolum-levele, 
and that these are only i! nportant when considering. plantis 
of marked calcicole tendencies* 
_, 
It is bovever probable that the small gýowth., differences 
pbeerved in the experiment will be of competitive 
oienifloance under natural conditionsO, but it may also be 
expected that these will be to a greater or lesser extent 
; jodifled by the operation pf otber environmental faotoro* 
, Tbis BeOms 010arly demonstrated when the reaults of tbq, 
growth experiront are considered in relation to the behaviour 
of the speoles tested in the gracelands of the two 
LimeEtoflea 
1 4-1 
Thus 1.211gal with somewhat bettor'growth-rates on 
Carboniferous Limestone voilsi would apparently be better 
stble to CoWts On this soil, type than on Oolitic soils, 
ljowever the existing floristic composition indicates that 
+, hg reverse"'is true,, The weaker competitive power of 
on tbo'Caiboniferous Limestone soil type is perhaps 
illustrated by the following example: on a very rocky 
slope in a sheltered situation on the Carboniferous 
Liumstone, Zgr4a. was very abundant where the soil was 
shallow and other species were sparses but was absent on 
a, cattered piakets of somewhat deeper soLi bearing the 
normal complement of grassland'species, It in possible that* 
oompared with growth on Oolitio soils otber species chow 
aL proportionately higher growth rate 'than Zerng on 
CiMboniferoUs Limestone mail$* such that ultimately Una 
01 an compete better on the 0olits. The evidence from the 
growth-raton of the other species tested in the growth 
experiment eg. HelJoIgtlichon platengs Is against this 
possibility since growth was better on oolitio soils* 
It therefore seems more likely that the growth rate of Zejna 
, U7Ader natural conditions is very much Influenced by 
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other anvironmental influonces not present in ýthe conditions 
of tho exjperiment e. g. wind-ution and competition from 
tj=rounding plantrio 1, 
in spite of the biCher grouth rates. of Feliantbem. ým 
and j; qjjctqLrichý. n on Colitic soils, LlejijntheMa shows 
r, imilar behaviour on the two limestones (Table 4 PoW 
jLnd vejl2t . otlighp. n.. occurs more 
frequently and more 
abundantly on the Carboniferous Limentone (Table 2b p, 29), 
A possible reason for the similar behaviour of I%JiMathgLugm 
on the two limstonee has already been givon (P*47)* 
I 
The growth-rate of Rellototrighgn may be reduced in Oolitic 
grassland by the relatively taller herbage, 
The results of the growth-experiment for HieXagigM 
pil. 29gill and reatuen oviDj are not at variance with the 
behaviour of these two sPeOies in the field. Both species 
show faiTly similar growth-rates on the two soil types 
and both bave similar frequencies of occurrence in the 
two aeries; og grasslands. The higher levels of abundance 
of reatuca on the Carboniferous Limestone (Table 4-61) 
i- 1ý 
gre probably a consequence of the shorter herbage heights 
on this UzOstOnl*.. 
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The slightly better growth oa 4 1%416ri on 
with adequate watering - frOjit tbo Carbonlferou4 Limestone/is in apeemont with 
itle greater frequencY of o0currence and greater abundanas 
on this limestone. 
Thus It Is apparent when edaphic factors are isolated 
froM the environmental complex that differences between 
the soils-of the two limestones do not produce'very marked 
differences in plant growth for the species tested. The 
most significant growth differences observed$ which ceem 
I most readily related to the characteristic soil-differenoss 
of pH and calcium-content# only concern species, G#gO 
gal jo totrigbgn of atron figlY Olictoolous behaviour, 
From the results of the growth. -experiment and coil. 
investigations, correlated with the observed behaviour 
of species In the field, the evidence suggests that other 
environ=ntal influences have a predominant affect over 
edaphio conditions for'species other than those very 
sensitive to differences of pH and oaloium-content of the 
soil. 
TbO following are Illustrations$ for some of the 
species grouped at the end of section III$ of'the probable 
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operation of otber anvironmntal f4otorc leading to a 
differential behaviour on the two- limelltonogt. 
1, LejMs. erjjjW. The problem of the dietribution of 
gelga al2ate, is of special- interest in the oompaTison of 
the caloaroous graoslands of the Carboniferouc and Oolitic 
Limestones. From its observed behaviour in the +wo series 
Of grasslands, three vain environvental Influences seem 
to be important in determining its distribution; 
. 0nate 1. 
CaLb 'R gf the ULL, The (paeral 
corrolation of the universal occurrence of Zengj on, the 
Oclite with the usually high content of carbonate In- 
soils on this limestonet to borne out-by the occurrence of 
on= 
? 'Orra as a dominant ou'a Carboniferous Uwatone soil 
(at Drayoott) # where there Is a laxge content of -free 
OSTbonate Parti, 01190 frols an artificial liming. GoverSI 
other altea on Carboulteroug Limel3tones, with IlOjIg of 
re, latively high available calcium for this limestone$ show 
MM&I-1 amounts of ZoInj Horwever#- ZelLia occurs at moderately 
bigh levels of abundanoo - on a relatively acid soa (pH 6-pl) 1511 
on, tbe Carbonlferous Limostolme, and it In also abundant 
, Da the 0011te who" the soil Is leached-amd free of carbonate# 
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I 
so that ito ocourrence is not PTIMiLrily determined by the 
carbonate content of the $oil. This in also indicated by 
.,,, &-, parallel behaviour of 2arna in Central 'Dermany and In 
mwitzerlando wbere it occupies sillosous and even gold 
s; j. ls as well as being a regular member on soils of, high 
-,. pH (Wilosek et 1928* Tlapp$ 1931" quoted from Hope- 
SiMPS011 9 1940) - 
aglio 2ý SgIter JZgm wind -n.,, 
The occurrence of 
, Zj2Tn& seems to be favou"d by sheltered conditions, 
, Most grassland areas on the Oolitel, aharacteristically 
ýbearina Zorn& at high levels of abundance, are In sheltered 
, -sit uationso and all the Carboniferous Limestone area@ 
, 
bearing this speoiss a" totally or partially sheltered* 
ýAb, vee of these vibere ZerD& istdominant! or Ivery abundant' 
e, *re unusually sheltered for the Carboniferous Limestone. 
,,, -, -The morphology of 
ZgIM& may be important in determinining 
its preforencefor sheltered areas'; with Its tall habit 
. and coarse 
leaveng Zgr n4 may be at a disadvantage in very 
,, exposed 
situations. Roweverl LeInj in present as a 
, dominant on some of 
the very exposed grassland areas on 
----., the oolite * s, C. ' Cleo" Hill,, so that exposure to wind in 
_not an absolute 
limiting fattor in the distribution of-this 
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species, 
jnjewqjjX, 'gt ýgXjzlp& ' Tbere in little doubt that 
00 success -of L41112 is favoured by : Light grazing. All 
the areas bearing this : mpeoJej; on the CarboniferOUS 
Limestone, were ungrazeds Or 'Only ligbtly gra2ed in recent 
years. On thc. 0011tso it was very often dominant where 
tb*TS was little Or no Br&ziU9, whOreas it occurred at 
reduced levels of abundanob on some of the beavily-grazed 
greasp however it appGars to be tolerant of moderately 
heavy grazing by oattle on this limestones, especially 
wbon,, the soil is shallow, and competition from other species 
is less severe, On Abe Chalk (Hope-Simpgon , 1940b) 9a 
dosinancs of Zorn& Is associated with relaxed grazing 
0onditiong's whereas this species is suppressed and nay be 
&t length eradicated by heavy gra2ing, 
. 41tbough 
the grazing intensities on'tbe Carboniferous 
, Ind, -colitio Limestones are aPparentlY similar at the 
prosent time (p. 56), there- are indications of past grszing 
dj, fferences. The gradual change from pastoral to a arable 
: farming aocompanYing thb-'48oline in #8 wool trades and - 
I-Albrb&PB 81100 'ýh'* Pll'*Z'ltl "CODSLOn Of RVICUlture ill the ; W. 
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probably-, affected grasiug, ýon *be two limestorses in, - 
di: rfere"nt ways;. -, In'tba, largGly Uranclo sod - Tough jgrasttgs 
() If -Ahe Mendips, though' the Intensity of -grazing decreased 
with the decrease in livestock population., there, vere 
probably'no, discontinuities of 7 grating. On the otber hand, 
nusny grassland areas-on, tbe Dolits, being privately owned,, 
way have experienoed, sharp 'discontinuitie g in grazing 
troatment'and, perhaps were cOMPIGUIT neglected for a 
riiinber of 'years, ' Such Irregularities of graxing are - 
g1most COrtainly-favourable, 'to-a-widegpreadentabliebment 
j)f.?, ernq eregtj (and also of gX&ahXRgd 
. 
&um 12innIllum, - 
d. j soussed, b*IOW), * - This - difference in grazing on the two 
: Limestones may bavelbeen-anýimportxnt cont: rýýUtory faOtor 
*0 tbaý, 'dlfferential oocur"nce of, botb 12rng, and Brl2bX122111M. 
The marked tondencY for t-be d6"loymnt of ZOM 
Sud -'sIfIghyrodIM in, Oolitic grasslande, when pazing Is 
: restricted was observed by Laos (1867); this tendency 
therefore, appdarx-to'bo-a lotij; statabilebod obaracteristio 
of'ltbýso grasslands* 
The chief onviromoontal influenoes ý apparently 
determining the distribution-of Igrnli, -e , the two regtj In , 
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geries of grasslands may be summarized'. ZerM is favoured 
by a high carbonate-oontent of the soil, sheltered site- 
characters and a light grazing-intensity* However, it MY 
tolerate tho lackof on* of these principle conditions 
providing the other two are aufficiently pronounced. Thus 
onýthe Catbonifeioiis Limsstone ZA _ZMA ooours on a 
leached 
soil when in a sbaltered-0,11ghtly-9vazed situation# It 
is present on the Oolite In very exposed situations where 
the soil has excess carbonate and the herbage is ungTazod*# 
Oro as In-a nu*er of Oolitic areael where the soils have 
bigil carbonate and the sites are sheltered, but grazed, 
It is noteworthy that on a quite exposed, ' well-grazed 
00litic plateau site with leached soils Zerna is present 
SLt a relativelY : Low 1GV61 of abundance for Oolitic 
grassland (recorded an 'frequent#), # nearby on the same area 
wbere the soil was shallow above the limestone, was 
t. very abundant'. 
since high free carbonate of the soil and sheltered 
site. cbaraoters are characteristic on the Oolite but occur 
rarew on the Carboniforous Limestone, and since also past 
grazing zay have been less regular on the Oolite$ it may be 
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concluded Unt, these Iaotors, areltba, most Important in 
determining the -much-greater abundayýce, of; rsjrn 
oolitic grassland. - 
b) The distribution of, 
widespread and obaracteristic on the oolits may ýbe - 
0 rrne4. by, sowevbat similar'faotore to thatý of-ýZ&Ina 
jljgjjýý. - Thus on IAhe Carboniferous Limestone wbere it 
Is normally absent , of 'conspicuous-, -, , 
occurrence onAha Drayoott areajý wbers the soil'oontains 
free carbonate and Ahe site''is sbalter6d and ýungrazed. 
Howevar,,, this opeciesle'domLnant, on alandip Plateau 
site at crook'Peak where the voil in Acid; 'it, also ocours 
abundantly, on both exposed and, grazed areas on the Oolite. 
It, soems clear that Bý--Mirsnatum in very, readily 
astabliebed under, light, grasing conditions,, but afterwards 
tt, mai be relativOly immum io,, Iong Period* of heavy 
grAzing. -The present distribution of BrughroodJUM probably 
depends to A largs extent 011-06 Past BTazing bistory of 
individual area$., ' This, species 4ts of very- inftequent 
o0currence, on the, southern Cotswolds, wbare farms, are small 
*nd gTaxing has been relatively intense and continuous 
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b. Ut it Is Of MIVOrsal occurrence on the grasslands of 
, tbe northern 
Cotswolds, where pact gTaring h1j; probably 
been much leas regular. The difference of occurrence of 
TI, on the two series of grasslande h e. probably- 
grisen in a similar v=ner to that of Zena,, but for 
43racbypod the grazing faotor, bas probably been ofý 
. Iauchý greater -importance. 
o) , An vu&msted previously (P, 42) the difference 
herbage, heights in the two series of grasslands, may 
be, an, irportant factor leading, to the differential 
ýoccurrence of the species Inaluded in Tables 7 and 8 
! (PP, 42t43)'# TbO tOllOr b6rbAV on the 'Dolite# ariving 
leainly'from 'the wide spread, occurrenco, of 71rna 4, engta 
and 
"Pre-0=06jum'Xinntitum 
ruet seleotivejy fayour talý- 
ý-ýgTovjng species on this livestoneo whereas the 
jUfrecpxnc7 of Zernn and Brnob=4 kW or, of any other 
tall-groving species on the Carboniferous Limestone 
favours short-growing specleeb 
1ý ý The different trandc of florictic-composition, 
ujrA"ntly arising from the differenme in"herbage-beight 
are probably emphaeired by the g"ater exposure to, 
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wind-ý-aotlon of gravolund sites on the Carboniforoue 
LIMOStOns. ý The dwnrflug influenoe of -the WjrA, jq often 
very proriounced on ýIlbifj 'limestone* 
4) -The differential occurrence of the species classed -A" 
agricultural, (Table 10i p*46) appears to have arisen 
chiefly from differences of the Iseed dispersal pressure$ 
of these species on the two limeatones. 
On the 0011to where fandng is more intengive (of. P-14) p 
areas of calcareous grassland are mwh nearer to land 
under regmlar agricultural treatment,, recorded graouland 
areas WorO very : frequently situated within fields well- 
stooked with cattle, and ManY araas were adjadent to 
arable 2and. On the Carboniferous Limestone, though a 
D=ber of recorded areas were under routinq farm grazini;, 
ib*$O "re In 90n0ral OnlY rOcOntlY d6veloped as farmed 
-land* by far tbo, majority of areag form part of a large 0 
, Sxp&vse of spareely-stooked rougb grazings$ and are 
re-jatt"ly remote from regularly farmed land, Very few 
()Olitic areas are in comparable situstions. 1jenco the 
di$P*rB&l P"8811T* Of many Of U18 species In Table 10 
is very MUOh greater in thO calca"Ous grasslands of the 
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oolite 4 
Thug in the examplos 6f difforential epeciec- 
bebavlour VOW above (a-dt) otber environmental 
influeneds nppear to have prevailed over the Odupb1c 
differencac between the two : Ljmsstonqoý 
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VII. 
i. comparative survay of calcareous graseland -- 
has been made on the Carboniferous Limestone oentrod 
in the Uandip Hills, Oomerimt, 'and on the oolitic 
Limstone of the Cotswold Hills, Glowestarshire, 
2. on the Carboniferous Limastone'the majority 
of'caloareous erassland areas are in rough grazingg, 
but are confined to regions wbere the soil is shallow. 
On the Oolits the distribution of semi-natural 
calcareous grassland is hardly dependent on soil depth, 
but to practicallY restricted to steep slopes, because 
of ploughing elsewhere* 
The floristio composition of these grasslands 
has been described using the method of subjective. 
estimation. Flora lists from 50 areas of each type of 
grassland are sumir4trized and compared in tabular form. 
The great majority of spOcies recorded are common to 
both limestones$ but many of thego show a differont 
babaviour in the two grassland typeri, 
Oolitic graisland oharaoteristio&lly OontlL, Ins 
aMet. 2, generally in great abundance and of ton 
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in ausoolation with 
species aýe of very limited occurrence in Carboniferous 
Limestone grasslands vbere rescues and low-growitg 
herbs dominate the 'herbage. A number of species 
characteristic of acid soils arn of very general 
occurTance on the Carboniferous Limestone, whereas 
these species are restricted to a very few leached 
areas an the Oolite. Tall-growing species anUspecies 
associated with agricultural treatment are relatively 
more frequent on the Oolite, 
It is clear that edaphic conditions dif for 
obaraoteristically on the two limestone 'outcrops, - otber 0 
OnvirOwOntal, factors 0.9, rainfall, may abow locally 
distinct'differences between'the two limestone regions 
but those are not consistent over the wbole areas of 
outcrop" 
The odaphic conditions beneath grassland on the 
two limestones have been dOSCrIbed In detail* The 
soil profile on Carboniferous Limestone resembles the 
terra rosea type: the soil to reddish-coloured, 
carbonate-frSes and sharply separated from the parent 
- 
Took, ' The Oolitic-soil Profile is-a-rendZinall- tb, * 
soil is brown or dark brownt carbOnate-rich and, full 
of fragmented went rock, Th6 Profile differences 
are "Istod to differences in rook structure between 
the two limstones. 
Soil analyses were made on oomposite samples 
from 20 "presentative grassland areas'on each limestone, 
TUO two scil, types differ most-charaoteristically in 
pH and calcium, -10"18: Oolitic soils have typically 
bigh pH and very high levels of available calcium, 
Carboniferoustimestone soils have lower pH and much 
2ower calolum. -ISVOIS, characters shared by leaohed 
0011tic soils. 
Oolitic soils generally have distinotly higber 
clay-contents $ and conseqoantly. better powers of water.. 
retention, and Carboniferous Limestone soils have 
generally higher contents of fine sand and silt. 
Meadily available water# Is, on average, higher in 
Oolitic soils, -It 11 
6. An experiment to described in which six. 
grassland species of varying behaviour on the two 
No 
limentOU08 VOrO Volm in- *oil$ of the -twoýIimestons , 
, types under identicai conditions of cultivation. 
Two grasses; Le; MS ej: ecta, Vgjlerla 
- rracJ1,11 were 
grown, with different watering treatrAnts. 
Thero were no gTeat differonces of growth on the 
two Boll types for any of the species testedo Two 
marked calcicoleo, HeligthegIM chlWeistus and 
HeIi2j2jjigbqp Projenje, occurring with approximately 
similar frequencies of occurrence on the two limgtones, 
produced somewhat better growth on Oolitio soils under 
the O%perim@ntal conditions. Zgrne e; Motri, characteristic 
, and abundant on 
the Oolitel showed distinct indications 
of better vegetative, growth on Carboniferous Limestone 
, goile under 
botb7watering tregtmentg, Under conditions 
of drying out of the $oil t the growth of yArno a 
and roale-ZIS gZa9111.9, on Oolitic soils compares move 
zavo=ably with that on CaTborliferous Limestone soils 
than wbon the water-supply is adequate. 
An abundance of 2. rna e-reota appears from 
: fLaid. -observations on both limestones to be related 
to a high carbonate-content of the soil, sheltered 
site-charaotere and a light grazing treatment, factors 
much rore typical of the Oolite. 
8. The relation of differences in floristic 
composition of the-, two series of grasslands to edaphio 
differences is discussed. There'is clear evidence 
that the differencea of occurrence on the two 
'iimestones of species common on acid soils are associated 
with the characteristic soil differences of pH and 
calcium-levels. The results of the growth-experiment 
support the view that differenceslin soil properties 
A 
connected with the calcioole babit have the most marked 
jfiýct on the differences in floristic composition, 
In the differential behaviour of the 'great bulk of the 
species it seems that other environmental influences 
hgVe been at least as Important as edaphic conditionse 
4w 
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ARrendix TBble I 
Analyses of soil samples from 20 areas of caleaTSoUS 
grassland on the CARBONI r"I"ROUS LIUMSTON1, 
a) Locations of areas sampled* 
Soil sample Location of grassland area U&P reference 
A B. S. slope I Compton Hill', ' 31 393559 
S. elopo'o shuts shelve Hill, 
near Axbridge. 




6 C e ar. ove So slope, 3 45454 
D S. slope . In valley, near Charterhouse. 31 486548 
0. slopes near Priddy* 31 516493 
Gentle S. slope g Tolebury - Warren# 
D l b l 
31 45? 583 
ury Warren. o e N. s ope$ '31 45 59 
It Steep rocky S. slope , Dolebury Warren, 1 31 45OR87 
S. slope I Goblin Combo'. ' 31 476 53 
8, slopes Tiokenbam Hill,,, 31 1445724 
L S. slope 0 Middle Hope. 31 324659 
slope, -Loxton-Hilli 31 369561 
S. Vo slopes Winsoombe Hill. 31 414554 
P Grazed plateau site,, Shute 
Shelve Hill* 31 429556 
q B. S. slope, above Cheddar. 31 463553 
S. slope . near Cheddar Eead rarm. 31 505529 
S. slope , above Draycott. 31 487515 
T Gentle So slopes Rookhan., 31 542485 
U V. slopet Dulooto*Hill. 31 / 567444 
V B. S. slope, Worminstor sleight. 31 / 578431 
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b) AnglZoes. (Oarboniferous Limestone soils) 
Soll Pot PH Ueohanjoal analy9113 
upt, clay Silt Fine 
8011.10. Sand 
A 1 6-60 25098 18-48 33*78 
B 5 7*58 29-59 21-63 38*24 
0 7 6#81 20074 25*74 39*88 
D 3 6#68 24* 74 28*47 37-46 
ro 4 6-42 37,163 19-14 29,69 
T ILI 6*59 ". 82, 16-52 45415 
G 6-87 27*63 20-12 42*42 
H 7*35 34,65 22022 23*04 
1 7046 30*82 20*33 46-00 
Ic 7*54 23-14 19*87 23*19 
L 7-88 23*39 8"13 24-53 
u 7-77 38*38 23#81 28*06 
N 7090 16-56 24*35 3501c) 
6*36 34*75 30*88 29*75 
6,10 27*62 28-68 38"48 
R 6#86 22*10 33-28 39**40 
8 8*04 32404 21*70 36-56 
T 5081 37-20 34#69 241lB 
u 7-31 39-37 23-59 22-51 
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Analyses (contd. ) (Carboniferous Limestone soils). 
soil Hygrosicoplo uOisture Perzarient 





A 3*90 32,125 13081 18'44 
13 5"79 38*go 20"47 18043 
0 5#23 44-, 12 20*73 23,39 
D 5-123 40*29 13*80 26*49 
6628 -47-65 15,, 83 31LO82 
3*31 27-018 noft 15,658 
3-73 34#59. '17*26 17*33 
5*67 36*53 154,82 20"71 
OT 3#35 27*63 11*53 . 16*io 
9 7*69 49*74 21#53 28021 
L 4-24 27971. 11, *36 16*35 
u 5*97 43*44- 17-47 25,97 
x 5*45 43*23 20"13 23,10 
p 7*33 451-48 22*69 22,79 
q 3.6o 30" 04 15*53 14" 51 
R 4*88 35'087 14*67 21e2O 
8 4*93 33*81 16*73 17,08 
T 5-33 37081, 26*97 20084 
u 8052 58,00 27"05 30*95 
v 6-ooo 40,101 17,54 22*47 
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jAmpZndiX 
Table 2 
Analyse a of, soiI samples from 20 areas of calcareous 
grassland on the OOLITS. 
a) L00ation$ of Vow, sampled*, 
Spiý' sample .. tocatio; i of grassland area, Map-raference 
S. Z. slope near Uarshfield. 31' / 763742 
V, W* slope, near Uarshfieldi 31 / 776756 
0 slope toar Cold'Ashtoný*, 31 / 764732 
D Sý slope-near xtýTraxs. M' 31 / 819760 
a. slope near R, 'Wraxall., 11 / 832766 
0, slope near Blddestono. -. 31 / 846734 
,G O. Ws slope, Iansdown. 1 
31 / 711685 
H 8, slopew W. Yatton Down* Castle Combo. 31 853761 
i sm. slope, Burton. 31L 82479 
S' slope , Broad Hill) Hawkeebury, 31 / 768863 
L B. S. slopeo 'gotton-under- 
'Edge #- 51 / 776944 sow. slope$ near vailsworth. 31 937973 
H 11.1. slope# near Totbury. 31 908945 
8, slope, Barnsley Wold, 
neox Civencester. 42 / 065077 
Gentle K. Slopet Barnsley Vold, near Cirenoester. 42 / 064074 
N. 1, slope, Ablington Downs, 
near Biburyo 42 099087 
0 W. slope,, near Sastington. 42 140123 
T T. slope, near Hastleach. 42 179076 
U 0, slope$ near Burford. 42 237095 
v Plateau sitst Upper glaughtlel'- 42 '141235 
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b) Analyses. (Oolitio soils). 
Soil Pot PH mechanical analysis , organic 
Sample Rxpt. clay silt Virve Coarse carbon 
SoýL No. 
sand sand 
A 10' 7*71 ý6-19 ý3-29 22eOO 700 4,11 
B 12 1 7-73 42o49 28-48 15-70 3-31 4-86 
C 2* 7*55 51-58 19-64 20*48 2-02 3,, 95 
D 6 7o88 19-03 20#86 26*32 26-57 3`57 
1 9 7*78 31*64 18*32 17008 20"36 4-91 
r 8 7*84 42"36 16*33 19025 11-10 4085 
G 7*78 64*84 14*23 7-27 1-00 8-01 
'7'-96 34-10 `16o95 17-20 19-610 7,145 
7-68 27-26 i3*33 26*30 20-94 2-38 
7-61 40e26 IgoO6 20*69 12*14 6-2o 
L 8*00 17007 16*38 18*06 37-02 708i 
u 6-89 55*82 17*58 23"91 0-48 3-63 
N 7- 00 42*50 23-25 24*93 1*53 5*21 
P 8*00 391,31 18-98 22-68 10-47 4-64 
Q 7d'06 45-62 21*39 26*77 o-61 4047 
R 7-62 49*96 14*76 20-80 4*22 6.21 
S 8"08 38*73 14-47 31*86 5-16 6-57 
T 8004 41*87 7-41 29*52 13"79 3*34 
u 7-90 28049 18-46 22*51 21,99 4*37 
v 7-40 42#11 14-188 31*72 3-64 4-76 
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yff, 'and availabLe -nuftients 
In V ext*r %. *n -W. Egowtb, 
s4)jjLs' sampled early, In (Izarch). 
CarbonifOroup Ltvaptone soil*. 
fjon NO. PH 
Istagan tvat readinago P04 K ca g JLJ. 
. (: LOxdil. ) 
1 7*69 lo 4 lo 4 10 
3 7-610 a 2' 1. 8 2 10 4 
4 6*96 lo 4 4' 8 6 lo 2 2 
7*74 10 1 6 10 2 10 
7 7010 10 1. 4ý 
. 
10 2 10 4 2 2 
13. 7-84 8 1 10. 6 4 10 6 6 IL 
2 8,, o*i lo 1 8 . 10, 10 -10 4 
6 7*97 *10 1 6 lo 8 8 10 
8 7#95 10 . 1. 
6 lo 8 6 
9 84.10 10 1 4 , 10 8 8 
10 8,008 10 1 8 , 10 8 10 4 
'12 8*01 10 1 .2 . 
10 
, 10 - - 8, 10 1 2 
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pngglibed by Le lat&2ux. 
10 The investigations recorded in thim thesis 
, are the results of my own 
independent work. The 
research was supervised throughout by Dr. J. r. Mips- 
Simpsont who sugpoted the problem and who has greatly 
assisted in Its In"atigation by critical discussion, 
and in the recording of a few graseland areas. 
one series of sou extractions for Uorgan tests wo 
made in the laboratories of the National Agricultural 
Advisory Service, O. W. Region, 
III this T9808rch tb* 00mi-natural calcareous 
grasslands occurring on the Carboniferous and Oolitic 
Limeotones of the mandip and Cotswold Hills are 
described comParatIvOly- The soil Conditions beneath 
tbsge grasslands have been studied in detailo and 
floristio differences On the two limestones are related 
as far as possible to soil differences, A pot 
experiment was performed to assess Us effect on plant 
growth of the differences between the soils of the 
two 'limestones. I 
